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Raymond J. Uischott. the oihce where he received cusloitc'i and their money (and guarded by police fer
Bischoff was taken :nlo custody) and one of the notes Kisichoff issued to one of his customers.
17.
told R. o. Gond, representative of wind financier," who
Chirauo, Feb
(Special.)
handed
investigators are busily engaged in tho Central Trust company, ro out upon occasion airily
profits
delving into every nook and crevice ceiver, in charge of the office a3 to his "investors," are hugo
F. E. Hum-meof the gigantic financial deals of custodian.
and
Kdward
R,
Attorney
Raymond J. Bischoff,
Chicago's
Maintain Tlnlr Vigil.
Tiedebohl. of the bankruptcy divis"Ponzi,'1 in their search for possiFrom inside tho suite of offices ion of the Central Trust company.
ble hidden assets.
on the second floor of the
Remains in Seclusion.
building
According to Attorney Felix J. Uond tried to explain that Bischoff
Bischctf is being held at a loop
Streyckmans, who represents the couldn't see them, that there was hotel
on orders of United States
creditors, if $500,000 is realize i r.o creditors'
going on, that Marshal Robert Levy. He insistentfrom the wreckago developed fol- Bischoff was meeting
in custody. Nevertherefuses
to see callers.
ly
s less
lowing filing of involuntary
dczens stood In the cold out"It will all be straightened out
in bankruptcy Saturday, it will side the
building all day in hope of sooner or later,"
he declared.
be 'surprlslujr;'!
something, they knew not exactly "Bight now it suits me fine to be a
liif c'.icff Still In Custody.
what.
Not
I'm
that
prisoner.'
afraid of
The financial "wizard," who was
"We're working hard to uncover violence from anybody, but 1 want
taken Into custody cn a ne exeat every nickel
of assets," says Streyk-man- to show I'm on the seiuare with my
warrant issued by the government,
"From the present outieok, ere i
and when tho truth is
has admitted his liabilities may ex- however, I think we'll
he immenseknown I won't be called a thief."
ceed $4,500,000.
ly lucky if we can find as much as
Bischoff has been living In a pre
After the ra;e came to light $50u,000 in real money. The situa- tentious
$100,000 residence on
scores of alleged victims milled
tion is not encouraging considering Park boulevard. Ho is twenty-fiv- Hyde
e
around the building where Bisch-off- 's Fischoff's pile of admitted liabili- years old, single, and was once
office is located. They were ties.
Fcout master of the trocp of Boy
"We find
practically without exception, hard
Bischoff apparently Scouts attached to tho University
working peoplo from "back o' the sunk vast sums in the Y Oil and Gas of Chicago settlement.
yards," Lithuanians, who had In- company. The par value of this
James J. Kelly, of counvested their al with the "wizard'' stock is $1 a share, but its present selAttorney
for "the financier," declared
in hope of Immense returns.
market value
is only 22 cents. Bischoff had violated no law, but
There were work hardened wo- Bischoff has claimed he owns a
men with shawls over their heads controlling interest in this company. had"Hesimply lost, money speculating.
gave only promissory notes
and babies in their arms, able to There are many other oil concerns to his clients,
no man can be
talk but little English, but with and other companies that Bischoff imprisoned for and
failure to pay such
dread in their hearts that savings of bought stock In with his clients' a note if he hasn't
the money," said
a lifetime were swept away. There money. It is impossible to say yet Mr. Kelly.
were men in work attire who gesti- just what value these investments
Bischoff
his operations
culated as they held converse in have. It may take weeks to un- started when says
he Invested $"(0 for
their native tongue.
cover all his deals."
the father of a Boy Scout friend
"We heard this Bischoff Is comOthers trying to get at the bot- which netted
the father $500.
ing here and we want to see him. tom of the mass of "get rich quick" Others hearing of this, he says,
We want our money back," they schemes employed by tho "whirl gave him money to invest.
ll

(5

ton Moore.
Major Moore said that Mr. Bok.
who is now in Florida, had written
him to this effect and that the matter would be placed before the
centennial
committee with Mr.
Hoover's answer.
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gives Calif.,
flight;
San Francisco,
Feb. 17.
Edward
Captain
Kickenbacker,
American ace, nrrivod
here by
train from Reno today, having been
snow
storms in the
compelled by
Sierra Nevada mountains to abandon a flight from Omaha to San
Francisco in an airplane of the air
mail service.
SHERIFF IS OUSTED.

Ardmore, Okla., Feb. 17. Buck
Garret, suspended sheriff of Carter county, was found guilty by a
jury in district court hero today on
the fifth count of ouster charges,
alleging misconduct and ordered
permanently removed from office.
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D TO RESIGN

Members of Popular Party and Reformists
Alone Vote for Confidence; Ballots Were

Three to One Against Cabinet; Former Premier Orlando Opposes Present Leaders.

(BY TITIO ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Rome, Feb. 17 (by tho Assoclat of Signor Bonomi was tendered
ed
Bonomi's
Press.) Premier
2. It was stated the rescabinet was defeated in tho cham- February
ignation was due to the fact that
ber of deputies this evening on a important
groups In tho chamber
vote of confidence, 295 to 107.
of
wnleh the government
The members of the popular haddeputies
on for support had
counted
party and the reformist, alone vot- passed over the opposition.
Even
ed in favor of confidence. Former the Catholics became alienated bePremiers Giolotti and Orlando vot- cause of failure by the cabinet to
ed against confidence but former have a
eulogy of Pope Benedict
Premier NItti cast his ballot in fa- read by the
president of the chamvor of Klgnor Bonomi when all ber.
Nlttl'g political friends had voted
In the chamber the socialist depagainst the premier.
uty, Bratono, chnrged tho government
with "shameful flight in tho
The resignation of the cabinet
face of difficulties and evading reHo demanded that
sponsibility."
the government be not allowed to
withdraw, but that a vote should
I be taken in order to show that th
was alone in its policy of
i ministry
conciliation regarding the Vatican.
Support was also withdrawn
FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 17. New from tho Bonomi government because
of dissatisfaction over quesMexico:
and Sunday,
Saturday
generally fair; slightly cooler east tions of foreign policy. Many deputies had expressed 'disappointportion.
Arizona: Saturday and probably ment over the failure of the Italian delegates to tho Washington
temSunday, fair; little- change in
conference on limitation of armaperature.
ments and far eastern affairs to
have Italy included in the
LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
treaty. Also there was dishoars ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, appointment over Italy being exh
cluded from the
recorded by the university:
over the
65 treaty and dissatisfaction
Highest temperature
il
2
fascist!
between
conflict
and
the
Lowest
37 communists.
,.
Range
ItlUUII
iV k
Several efforts were being made
23 Plr y King Victor Emmanuel to have
Humidity at 6 a. m.
6
12
at
a new cabinet formed.
p. m.
Humidity
When
, None these proved unsuccessful
it WS3
Precipitation
Maximum wind velocity ...... .21 announced that the king had not
Direction of wind
, South yet accepted the
of the
Character ot day . . .Partly cloudy Uonomi ministry. resignation
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of tho arms conference
treaties today by bringing quickly
to the surface all the principal issues involved In their consideration by the senate.
In the foreign relations commit
fication

petl-ion-

noKrs cabiket m
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WILL NOT PROSECUTE
TAYLOR'S SECRETARY
Sesqui Centennial expoFOR EMBEZZLEMENT proposed
sition in Philadelphia in 1926 has
been made by Edward Uok, It was
(By The Anc!ntd I'ren.)
announced today by Maj. J. HampLos
Calif.. Feb. 17.

REMIER

(By The Annncliiti'd Vit!h.
Washington, Feb. 17. The administration moved to hasten rati-

V

Kast Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 17.
Indications that a fire alarm box
in front of the M. M. Hundt planing
mill had been tampered with gave
reason to believe that the mill,
damaged by fire at 6:15 o'clock this
morning may have been ignited by
a fire fiend. The boiler fire had
been drawn last night and the fire
box blocked shut.
It was found
closed by firemen this morning.
The fire started near the encine
several feet from the briler. The
damage is about $5,000 and is covered by insurance.
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BILL READY FOR
G.

PACTS

tee, republican leaders completed
a preliminary survey of opinion or.
every one of the eight conference
agreements laid before the senate,
with the result that It became apparent again on what particular
points the opposition was preparing
to direct its heaviest fire.
At the same time
President
Harding canvassed opinion in the
American delegation regarding the
senate request for full information
y
cn the
treaty negotiations and let it bo known that hia
reply to the result of the request
would be sent to the capitol not
later than Monday. He Is expected
to tell the senate In a brief message
that no stenographic record of th
negotiations was kept, or was practicable.
The committee discussions which
few
developed
began yesterday,
surprises in their disclosure o!
senate sentiment. In the view of
the republican leaders they confined the expectation that the
would encounter
treaty
greatest opposition, that the naval
be questionwould
limitation treaty
ed by some senators, because of its
provision against further fortifi
cation of Guam and the Philippines,
and that tho general tar eastern
and Chinese tariff treaties might
have some opponents among those
who had heped to see the conference give China a greater measure of independence from foreign
interference. A resolution to prevent use of armed forces under the
pact without the express autnomauon of congress. his
much
support in the
gained so
committee that some republican
members think it will be adopted
four-part-

LAS VEGAS HAS
ITS DAILY FIRE,
LOSS IS fS;
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DISCUSSION

resignation was accepted, to
Discuss Reservation for Au- Craig's
become effective upon selection of Secret Framing of Measure
tomatic Termination of his successor. The bopresent execu
By Republicans With Lecommittee will
increase d fy
Four Power Pact Should tive
tho addition of one member from
gion Representatives Is
leach of tho counties now havil g no
Any Signatory Break It. representation. This will make
a
Attacked,

Albu-qucrm- io

(By The Associated Pros.

butler-secretar-

I

PICK

to the
state
LIKELY TO BE FOUGHT delegated
executive committee the power to
select a chairman. George It.

sist chiefly of foremen. He expects
that ninety per cent of the labor
used will be found locally.
Dr. M. K. Wylder, vice president
Oi the board, declared last night
that the members had been convinced that the citizens of
wanted tho hotel and that
it was a necessity.
"We decided that it Uiould be
built and should be built now," he
said. "We are going ahead, but we
need the
of every
All
stockholder.
subscription"
must be paid at the earliest possible moment in order that there
may be no delay."
Mr. Garfield Is to remain in the
city for a few days, being interested in other building ventures.

Philadelphia, Feb. 17. An offer
of $50,000 a year for five years to
Herbert
Secretary of Cnmmerce
Hoover to become director of the

Angeles,
Immunity for Kdward F. Sands
from prosecution on a charge of
embezzlement preferred
against
him last August by William Desmond Taylor, murdered film director, was promised tonight by
Thomas Lee Woolwine, district attorney, provided Sands can establish innocence of the, slaying of
Taylor and can "untangle thir
murder mystery."
Mr. Woolwine's promise to the
y
to
missing former
Taylor, was made in a letter he
addressed "to Edward F. Sands,,
through the public press" in answer to a letter which purported
to have been written by Sands.
The letter, which was signed "K.
F. Sands," was dated February 14.
Tho writer declared he was living
in Los Angeles, and inquired
whether if he surrendered himself
and established his innocence
of
tli'e murder of Taylor, he would be
set free,
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Vice President of Board Says People of City
Seemed to Want Building and Board Decided to Proceed With Construction at Once
Will Tear Down Bakery Structure.
Albuquerque's
communty hotel
tame one step nearer to realization
when the contract for the construction of the big building; was let last
night by the board of directcrs ot
the hotel company to Jay J. Garfield, of Tucson, Arizona, at a price
reported to have been around $280,-00- 0
exclusive of elevators and re
frigeration.
Construction Is to be begun almost immediately.
Tho building
now on the hctel site and occupied
by Pappe's bnkery, will be torn
down as soon as Mr. Pappo's new
location Is finished, which should
be within a week. A notice will be
sent today to the firm which has
taken the contract for removing
the old structure.
The successful
contractor, Mr.
Garfield, announced last night that
he would beg.u r,ork as soon as the
contract is signed. He is planning
to move here and make Albuquerque his home, having been drawn
here by the immense amount of
construction now in sitht in the
city.
Mr. Garfield is a builder of prominence at Tucson. He has specialized on schools, department stores
and banks previously. He built r.
j, umber of schools at Tucson, one at
t'asa Grande, a high school at
Globe and one at Miami, also two
bank buildings at Miami. He is a
member of the Kotary club of
Tucson.
Tho new structure is to have 143
rooms, most of them with bath.
Speaking of it, the contractor said:
"No building in the southwest is
more fitted to meet the needs ot
the climate. It will be cool in summer and entirely suitable all the
year around. Your board saved at
least $75jOOO by the use of the designs chosen in preference to the
conventional designs."
Mr. Garfield
The crew which
will bring to Albuquerque will oon- -

UNABLE

AHEISOLDIER

Phillips Declines to Serve
DAYS
and State Executive Committee is Given Task of
Republican Leaders ComChairman Fordney of Ways
Finding New Man.
plete Survey of Opinion
and Means Committee
lPICI. DtSCH Tr
on Agreements in Foreign
Santa Fe, Feb. 17. Finding Itself
Says Measure Will Pass
unable to agree upon a state chairRelations Committee,
man entirely acceptable to tho comRepublican House,
mittee, the republican state committee at Its meeting here today
NAVAL UMITTREATY
OTHER B1LLS IGNORED
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CITY
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STAMPS,

IIY

FOR FOEE STATE
Dublin, Feb. 17. Proposals for
a new Irish currency and Irish
postage stamps are being discussed
by tho Free State authorities.
Banking circles here are said to

be strongly opposed to any alteration in the currency on the
ground that It will hamper trade
and cause complications by the establishment of yet another fluctuating "foreign exchange;" but national sentiment may sweep these
objections aside. Some predict that
that before the end of the year
Irish printing presses will be turning out Irish treasury notes.
Reckoning by pounds, shillings
and pence will doubtless continue
for some time, and English silver
and copper" will continue to circulate; but it ia anticipated that th
Free State will adopt the decimal
system of coinage as soon as practicable and that Irish dollars and
cents, or whatever their equivalent
Gaelic names may be, will ultimately take the place of the sterling money.
As for postage stamps, the proposal Is that Ireland shall content
herself for the present with making an arrangement with Great
Britain for printing a surcharge
inscription, probably consisting of
a shamrock or harp, combined
with the word "Erin" In Irish
characters upon tho face o tho
stamps now In use.
Later on, the Free State will design Its own stamps, and they are
not likely to bear the English
king's image.
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Four Power Treaty Leaves British and Japanese Fleets in Control of Far East, He Asserts; United States Entered and Enlarged
Anglo-Ja- p
Alliance, He Charges.

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
New York, Feb. 17. Criticism they already had agreed to confer
of the Washington
conference on not only on Pacific questions, but
armaments and Far Eastern ques- on those in any other portion of
tions was voiced in nn address to- the world,
"Certainly Holland. Portugal.
night by Norman H. Davis, former
under secretary of state, who said China, and Russia (when there is a
Russian government)
it had been "anything but an recognized
all of whom have a vital Interest In
American diplomatic victory."
Mr. Davis, speaking before the the Pacific, should be parties to
council of foreign relations, cen- this treaty, and why should Italy
have been left out?"
tered hia attack upon the
ratio of natreaty, which, he declared, val"Tho representative
left the British and Japanese
strength fixed at Washlngtrn
bo
would
upset, he defleets in control of tho Far Kast. certainly
It also would Aoem, he argued, that clared, by any subsequent alliance
entered into by one of the prwer
instead of getting rid of the
alliance, the United States parties to the new nnval treaty.
"had entered it, enlarged it and It would have been wise, h?
any
changed the territory served by it." thought, to have prohibited
party to the treaty from making
Through
the treaty, he said. an
alliance or agreement with on-Japan obtained from the United
Slates a pledge of good behavior or more of tho members.
"Some minds functioned differin the Pacific without giving a reently in respect to questions in
ciprocal assurance.
America's entry Into the pact, Asia, seven thousand miles to tho
he added, might '.cad this country west of us, than in Europe three
into the European system of alli- thousand miles to the east," he
ance, such as have made wars gen- said. "Future developments may,
eral . instead of localized, rather it Is hoped, enable a shortening of
than toward the league of nations mental range, even to the extent
or "any other genuine association of realizing that questions In Euof nations."
rope may have a most important
In signing the treaty, England, relation to those In Asia and even
France and Japan agreed to noth- tho Pacific ocean, and to world
ing whatever except that for which peace."
One could not look for peace
COLORADO O. O. P. HEAD QVITS they were already
bound as memDenver, Colo., Feb. 17. Rush L, bers of the league of nations, Mr. In the far east, he continued, unHolland, of Colorado Springs, chair Davis asserted, unless It be that it til settlement was made of certain
man of the state republican com- is an alliance meaning more than questions left unsettled at Washmittee today tendered his resignaIts advoca?r
Among these, Mr. Davis
and that ington.
tion from that office at a specially Article II of thecontend,
cited Japanese occupation of Vladcalled meeting of the committee in is more binding upon them treaty
ivostok
and
the northern half of
than
this city.
Article X of the covenant of the the Island of Saghalln.
Another unsettled
question
league of nations.
Mr. Davis asked If It was not named by the speaker was that of
e
detwenty-onfamous
and
Japan's
very probable that the Chinese
A PHOXEY STORY.
t
Russian peoples might conclude mands of 1915.
He asserted no progress had
that the United States had "abanChicago, Feb. 17. A young
J woman is under
doned our independence of action been made toward moving obsta$1,000 peace
bond here today because she
and traditional friendship for them cles) that prevent prosperous operused tho telephone too often.
by entering into a pact with their ation of the Chinese Eastern railLawrence A. Raelin testified
way, and would make u "Joke" of
oppressors?"
that she called him on the tel- It was difficult to see any ob- the open door. These cbstacles
ho specified as the Inability of the
naephone as often as forty times
of
to
jection
the
Inviting all
in one day and that I.a was
committee
tions, instead of only four of them, inter-allie- d
operating
it.
of
tired
to join tho pact. Mr. Davis said. the Chinese Eastern railway to
its control over the Ilsstirl
The answer, he assumed, might be
that through the league, of nations
(Continued on Pago Two.)
four-pow- er
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retervation talked of
discussions of the
treaty would provide for automatic
termination of the agreement
fhould any signatory power violate
it. Several drafts of each of these
KV
proposals have been prepared
Individual senators, although neither has been formally presented In
the committee, or definitely endorsed by any organized senate
group.
With the formal reading of tn
Chinese
general far eastern andcommittee
tariff treaties today, the
completed Its formal preliminary
examination of all the arms conference pacts except that relating to
beer
Yap. The Yap treaty also has
discussed in a general way wit hout
formal reading and is expected to
come tin again when the committee
meets Monday. At the same meeting the president's Isreply on the
expected to
treaty
make it possible to resume consideration of tint Instrument.
Senator Johnson, republican.
California, led in the questioning
at today's meeting In regard to the
fortifications of the naval limitation treaty. He suggested that the
committeo should have the benefit of advice from American naval
officers before it acted on the article and indicated he would formally ask later that naval experts
be called before tho committee.
Senator Borah, republican, Idaho,
indicated some doubts about tne
protection of Chinese sovereignty
under the far eastern treaties.comSo far as revealed by the
mittee discussion, tho sentiment
among democratic members does
not favor a general policy of opposition to any of the treaties. Tt
was said thore was no considerable
show of reluctance by tho democrats to accede to the naval limi-altation or far eastern treaties,
though they reserved final judgment on all of them.
White House officials revealed
today that should the senate decide to adopt a reservation against
use of armed forces under the
treaty, President Harding would not Interpose serious opposition, although he believes that
no reservations are necessary. Mr.
Harding was described as not desiring to be a stickler for the
crossing of "t's" and tho doftina
of "i's" and as feeling that he
should not attempt to tell the senate what method of ratification It
should adopt.
In connection with his reply to
the resolution requesting Information as to the treaty negotiations,
.the president conferred today with
Senator Lodge, who was a member of the American
delegation
and is understood also to have
taken steps to seek the opinion of
Secretary Hughes who is in BerAt first It was indicated
muda.
that he might await Mr. Hughes'
return to Washington to receive
from him personally his version of
the negotiations, but It was said
later at the White House that such
delay was not considered
A second
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AUTO STAGE LINES
ARE CLASSIFIED AS
COMMON CARRIERS

'

9ltC'AL OlSPATCH

TD MOKNtNO

JOURNAL)

Santa Fe, Feb. 17. An order has
been Issued by the state corporation commission classifying automobile stage lines as common carriers and subject to the same regulations as railroads. This means
that tho stage lines will be required
to filo their tariffs, showing passenger fares and freight rato.i
nntl tlijifr ctittrirna in fPflrt
and rates may be mado only upon
thirty days notice, except wners
authority Is granted by tho
WOMEN
LOSE .TOUS.
Eugene, Ore., Feb. 17. No women will bo employed as forest fire
lookouts in the Pacific northwest
this year, nccording to announcement received here from the district forester's .iffioe. The lack of
employment among men Is the reason given for excluding women
from the service this year.

(By The Ahuik Intel Prp.)
Washington, Feb. 17.- - The outstanding development today in tho
bonus legislation situation was unin
the
expected announcement
house by Chairman Fordney, of the
ways and means committee that
the bonus bill would be ready for
presentation to a caucus of houso
republicans within the next ten
days.
A moment after this statement
was made there was a shout from
the republican side o the chamber
when tho chairman, lifting his
voice to its hig.iest pitch, declared
tile soldier measure would be passed
by a republican house.
Breaking into the thick of a row
over charges by
Representative
Garner, of Texas, ranking democrat on tho committee, that tho bid
was being framed secretly with tha
aid of representatives of the American legion, Mr. Fordney shoutel to
the democratic side that the repjD-lican- s
did not deem it proper to
seek advice on the bonus from thesu
unalterably opposed to it.
While tnere was no other reference to the bonus on the floor,
bonus talk swirled through the Ci
and for the time being discussions of plans for cutting the
army and navy appropriation bills
was forgotten.
members of the
Republican
ways and means committee, meeting morning and afternoon, went
over details of the proposed bill,
without giving any intimation as to
the exact form of the measure to
be reported.
Tho calling in of
John T. Taylor, vice chairman of
the legion's legislative committee,
and Richard Jones, representing
the Veterans of Foreign Wars, provoked the protest of Jlr. Garner
and his appeal that the house ?;ep
in and prevent republicans meeting
in secret wltli.,.witnesBes favoring
the measure,
without admitiing
democratic members to listen, at
to
tho
deliberations.
least,
How far sentiment was swing'!.?
to the sales tax as a means ol"
raising revenue for the bonus aa
advocated by President Harding,
was tho subject of unending discussion among members. It was evident on all sides, however, that tho
republicans were detetrmincd to
put the bill through the house, regardless of what might happen to it
in the senate. In the event the bill
is In shape, for consideration by a
republican caucus within the time
set by Mr. Fordney, leaders said it
would be passed prior to March 4.
"There Is no power in the house
to head off the soldier bonus now,"
said the republican leader, which
eemed to be the view of most mem- tContinuea on 1'aga Two..
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committee ef some thirty-eigh- t
members. The committee will be
called to meet as soon as tho new
members have been selected and
notified by Chairman Craig.
It was practically the unanimous
desire of the central committee to
elect Stato Senator O. lJt Phillips,
of Raton, When Phillips answered
definitely and positively that on account of business affairs he coul"
not under any circumstances accept
tho chairmanship, the committee
appeared to be without other plans
and was compelled to delegate the
power of selection to tho executive
committee.
Phillips was Bursum's campaign
manager in the special election held
last September.
Governor Mechem Introduced n
the head of the party in New Mexico made the opening address. He
declared tho attendance and the
spirit manifested did not indicate
the republican party is "on the
rocks," as has been said; but that
he sensed the presence
of the
fighting spirit which would Insure
success in tha coming campaign.
Ho asked for an effective organwould put on t
ization, which
the
spirited campaign to infor-people precisely what had happened in (he affairs of thj state.
Tho republican party, he declared, is ready and willing to
responsibility for al'. of i's acta,
s
and that he "felt sure when the
are placed beforo the voters In the
party
campaign the republican
would bo victorious.
Of the 175 members of the central committee, 308 were present or
represented by proxies.

TOOTH WORTH 91.250.
New York, Feb. 17. A tooth
worth $1,250 in New York.
Judgment has been entered
$
against the city in the sum of
7,500 In favor of Miss Mae V.
Tracy, Brooklyn, for the loss
of six teeth.
The teeth were knocked out
last April, Miss Tracy testl- fied. when she was struck in
tho face by tho retriever rope
ot a trolley pole.
Is

S
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mi MUSCLE SHOALS

SlAIOiCSP

Government Consulting Engineer Takes
Whack at Ford Project; Claims It Would
Cost Government Billion Dollars in 100
Year Period if Contract Was Accepted.
(BY T11U ASSO HTl:n PRESS.
Washington, Feb. 17. Accept Shoals tinder tho Ford offer, Mr.
ance by congress of the offer of Cooper asserted, would be possible
half the same
Henry Ford for tho purchase and at approximately
as at Niagara Falls and at tho
lease of the government properties costs
Keokuk dam across the Mississippi,
at Muscle Shoals, Ala., would han- land at less than half the rate cost
dicap the water power development for the same class of energy deof tho entire south and in this re- veloped In the commercial power
spect would bo like removing the
within reach ot Muscle
vertebrae from a man "you expect- territory
Shoals.
ed to get along." Hugh Jj. Cooper,
While the witness said he realconsulting engineer to the govern- ized that the people of the south
ment on Muscle Shoals develop- were "crying for the consummation
ment, declared today in testifying of the Ford offer," he firmly bebefore the house military commit- lieved they would be
for Its
tee which is considering the offer. abrogation before tho crying
lease period
Mr. Cooper attacked the offer expired. Ho declared that the befrom practically every angle and lief was
on personal exat one point declared It would be perience predicted
on water power developa calamity to remove the super-wat- ment In the past thirty years Inpower projects of tho south cluding that at Niagara Falls. Tho
from the field of public utility for power had been used for chemical
100 years. Tto nls& presented estipurposes there, he said, not unlike
mates based upon army engineer the plan he understood Mr. Ford
data showing that It would cost the had for Muscle Shoals, and yet the
government $1,275,000,000 "during city of Buffalo, about twenty-thre- e
the next 100 years in order that Mr. miles away, had been compelled to
Ford may secure sole, unregulated build a steam power plant In order
possession of tho greatest water to serve its needs.
Mr. Cooper was called by Chairpower the south has."
The minimum time for lease of man Kahn to the witness stand
government lands containing water after Theodore Swann, president of
Mr. Cooper the Federal Phosphorus company
power
possibilities,
said, should be fifty years and only at Birmingham. Ala., had explainthat long unless the license was ed the possibilities for extensive
made subject to the regulation of chemical operations, including the
the federal water power act. He manufacture of cheap fertilizer at
opposed the
period on the Muscle Shoals. The latter told the
ground that it was impractical committee that his company had
from a business standpoint and no definitely assured the success of
contract negotiated at this time Muscle Shoals operations by applycould he made applicable to condi- ing satisfactorily certain new protions he believed would prevail in cesses in the Birmingham
plant
2022.
which could be duplicated upon a
Another feature of the Ford of- greater scale at Muscle Shoals.
fer which was mentioned by the
J. W. Worthington, representing
witness was that agreeing to pay 4 the Tennessee River Improvement
per cent interest on the money association, concluded his statewhich would be necessary to com- ment in support of the Ford offer
plete the two dams at Muscle at the forenoon session. He urged
Shoals. He said the totul amount acceptance of Mr. Ford's plan.
The committeo adjourned
late
expended and required to be spent
upon those projects, estimated at today until Monday, but members
J83.1 75,475. should be made interof the house and senate tonight atest bearing, and pointed out that tended a motion picture exhibition
tho government was paying 4 per in the house office building where
cent and more for the money It had the construction and development
borrowed.
of tho Muscla Shoals projects wer
Development of power at Muscle shown.
er

100-ye-
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LATEST PHOTOS OF JOAN D. SHOW
HIS PROGRESS IN BEATING FATHKK TIME
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Plans were perfected yesterday
to Head Group;
for a banquet to be held here on
Hughes and Hoover May February 23 in compliment to the
Be Picked Along With members of the democratic state
committee which will meet
Senator and Congressman central
In
on that date. The

Declares He Has Never Raton, N. M., Feb. 17. Thura
afternoon all mothers of Junior
"Found It Necessary to nay
high and senior high school girls
are
to the auditorium of the
Justify Religion to Science highinvited
school, whore the girls nave
or Science to Religion." planned a "get together" for the

Mellon

gram rill start at 3:30 o'clock and
(By The Anorlntrd rrrsn.)
Madison, Wis., Feb. 17. B. A. a social hour in the domestic
Blrfff, president of the University science rooms will follow.
Tho girls' clubs which have exof Wisconsin today replied to assertions of William J. Bryan, marlf isted in tho high school for several

affair was arranged at an informal
meeting of Bernalillo county demAnWashington,
nouncement of the membership of ocrats in the office of W. C.
yesterday afternoon.
the allied debt commission, created
Tho
will be held at the
by congress to conduct tho'negotla-tion- s Alvaradobanquet
hotel on next Thursday
for the refunding of the
the business
following
owed this country by evening of
tho afternoon. O. N.
meeting
foreign nations, will be made Mon- Marron
act
will
toastmaster
as
and
day or Tuesday, it was said at the D. K. B. Sellers will
provide nn
White House.
The commission is to be compos- entertainment program to be given
ed of five members of which Sec- during the dinner.
Since the seating capacity
of
retary Mellon will bo chairman,
limited to 80 persons,
and it was Indicated that its per- Taft hall Is must
bo
for
the
made
reservations
sonnel would include a member of
Oestrelch or Coltho house and senate whlla high banquet with Mr.
officials aro understood to believe onel Sellers at once. Although the
state
central
committee
has over
that Secretaries
and
Hughes
Hoover will complete the member- 50 members, there will be several
vacancies at the meeting which
ship.
be filled with local democrats.
Delay in the appointments is un- may
Both men and women are expected
derstood to have been occasioned to
attend.
by the necessity of determining the
question of the constitutionality of
naming members of congress to the ARMS PARLEY NOT U. S.
commission, but it is now believed
there is no legal bar to their serv- DIPLOMATIC VICTORY,
ice.
OFFICIAL
Upon the organization of the SAYS FORMER

and teachers.

mnthers

The

Albuquerque

pro-

(Hy The Assoclntcd

I'reM.)
1".
Feb.

completely
here a yenr npo, and repeated re- years have recentlyarebeen
now a part of
cently, that lie is an Atheist and reorganized and
Girl
Reserve
the
International
an unfit teacher for students bethi.--

cause? of his acceptance of modern science, including the theory
of evolution.
Mr. Bryan had objected to expressions of President Hiriro That
his teachings were causing injury
to rellsion because of his attempt
to unite the teachings of the Bible
to "discredit scientific hypothesis"
and he had declared that "when
the. people of Wisconsin hive money enough to pay the salary of a
they expect to
university president will
not ridicule
find someone who
the religion of the parents and
grandparents of the students."
In a letter to the new K. S. Worcester, pastor of the First Conpxe-pationchurch, of which Vrosl-deBirge. has been an officer fir
forty years, he reasserted expressions niado to Mr. Bryan following
his spesch to students here, declaring that he had "neve.-- found it
necessary to justify religion to science or excuse science to roltiri m."
"I have accepted both 'is 0'iunl-l- y
cad
huth
divine revelations
as equally wrought into the constiof
world."
the
President
tution
BirKR said. "I have believed lhat
wisdom and might are God's and
I have equally believed that sci
ence reveals to us bosv that might
and that wisdom are expressed in
the operation of the world.
"Mr, Bryan seemed to dislike especially my objecting to his uniting
scireligion to a 'discredited
I think that,
entific hypothesis.'
the church
of
the
history
for my
good
ground
gives
In the fifteenth cenobjection.
tury people were told that the doctrine of a round world was 'atheistic' and a century or so later the
was called
astronomy
'atheistic.' In tho nineteenth century evolution in like manner was
called 'atheistic' by men of whom
Mr. Bryan is a belated follower. Did
such teachings help religion in the
past and is then any good reason
to think that Mr. Bryan will succeed where his predecessors have
failed dismally during fotir centuries? Another thing that seems
to trouble Mr. Bryan is the fact
that I told him that his teachings
were 'atheistic' rather than the
teachings of evolution. I had a
real meaning and purpose in thus
calling the attention of Mr. Bryan
definitely and sharply to tha religious harm that may roiro from
hi teachings."
al

BUSINESS WAR CUTS
; PRICE OF MOONSHINE
TO

movement.
The otiject of
movement Is to give girls, through
normal, natural activities, the habits, insights and ideals which will
make them responsible, nohlo women, capable and ready to
America true to its hopes and
traditions.
i

belt-mak-

rrl;n

ti

Junior high school and goes straight
s
tnrougn to me younger gin in
and industry.
In the Junior
eacn
high there are four n.clubs,
TVPpk. In
mrmtlnir nno
the senior high school there are
three clubs, meeting on Tuesday
For the
and Wednesday nights.
girls Just out or nign senoois mere
is a dull which meets on Thurs
day night. An organization for em
ployed girls is beiuat perfected.
Tho Business Girls' club, which haa
been organized for some time, is in
with the plan
hearty
r.nu tnrougn lis
prcMueiu,
Brown, is giving its support
In manv ways.
The following Is the official staff
of the organization:
Advisory council. Mrs. Feari
uusi-nes-

nftm-nnn-

Vj The AMorintrl I'm.)
Ijouisville, Ky., Feb. 17. Tumb- lng prices for moonshine whisky
have resulted in a war between big
business and the ordinary bootleg-He- r
here, according to Edward
Votsc, prohibition agent.
, The "business
man" has entered
the field. Mr. Votz said, with quantity production and low prices.
ii being fought by the small operator whose chief weapon is the law,
and who is seeking to maintain
hip pockets by furnishing tips about
large stills to prohibition officers.
Business Jealousy, Mr. Votz declared, "causes more raids than the
detective ability of the officers."
Moonshine Is selling here at
about $4 a gallon, the agent said.

le

Kei-Mi-

ss

T.illv Ilcnni-

-

pan, Miss Evelyn Shuler, Miss Bes-Fi- e
Lodge, Mrs. Bay Haner, Mrs.
?ram Kegel, Mis Ruth Boan. Miss
Francis Keeth. Miss Mabel Eigler.
Division I, Mi?
Club advisors:
Eigler; division II, Miss Kiffler; division III, Miss Keeth; division IV,
Mrs. Ray Iianer; Junior high, Miss
Bessie Lodge, Mls3 Ruth Boan, Miss
Helen Phelps, Miss Opal Bergen.
Division I, Amelia
Presidents:
Locke; division II, Mildred Willdivision
III, Opal Gergen;
iams;
division IV, Mary Derrickson.

WHY IS LOVE BLIND?
WOULD WORK HIMSELF
TO DEATH OTHERWISE
(flj The Aaaorlated I'rpw.)
Syracuse, . Y., Feb. 17. Twenty-one
young men and women,
members of the Syracuse university
Biblical club, who are either studying for the ministry or to become
missionaries, have answered the
is love blind?"
question "Why
Here ore some of the answers from
the women:
"Because he respects other peo
ple's feelings."
'So that lovers win not pe em
barrassed."
'He is too much taken up with
the matter in hand to notice other
penplo's feelings."
"He must bo blind because he
does not profit by his past. Peda- gogically speaking lie nas nureiy

$4 PER GALLON recapitulated."
"It's lucky he

J,

the

cfnWa In

I'irn n?7Q f InTI

or he'd

work himself to death."
From one of tho men came:
"Take a look around the campus
at the specimens. If he weren't
blind would he have made any such
combinations?"

FOURTEEN NEW CASES
OF FLU REPORTED TO
STATE HEALTH BUREAU
'

tBPICIAL PISPATCH

TO

MOPNINS JOUftNALl

Santa Fe, Feb. 17. Fourteen
new cases of flu have been reported to the stae ouroau of public health today. McKlnley shows
eight of these cases, of which seven nre among tho Indians. Bernalillo county reports the other six.
This brings the total of cases reTEX RICKARD QUITS
ported this week to 25. Prior to
this week, 25 cases had been re
. AS MADISON SQUARE
ported, making the total for this
: GARDEN SPORT HEAD year 60 cases.

New York. Feb. 17. Retirement
of George L,. (Tex.) Rlckard from
the management of the Madison
Square Garden Sporting club was
announced tonight by the state
athletic commission. Rickard was
recently indicted for criminal assault on two 1 " year-old
girls.
'

--
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(By The

Aioritcd

Vrent.)

Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 17 (by
the Associated Press'
Charles A.
Rawson of Des Moines is the new
I'nited States senator from Iowa.
Announcement of the appointment
of Mr. Rawson, who is chairman
of the republican state central com-- ,
mittee, to succeed William S. Ken-- i
yon in the upper house of congress
was made by Governor X. E. Ken-- I
dall today.
Mr. Rawson. It was understood,
will serve until the general election
in November.
Ho will begin serving when Senator Kenyon's resig-- ,
nation goes into effect.
Mr. Rawson's appointment is the
growth of a brief boom. A demand
was started spontaneously throughout the state, although Mr. Rawson
was not a candidate.
Governor Kendall told one delegation that called on him in the
interest of Mr. Rawson that he
had received a message from the
state chairman that day extolling
one of the old candidates.
.

Powder and Perfume
With Cuticnra Talcum
An exquisitely scented, antiseptic
powder. Gives quick relief to sunburned or Irritated skins, overcomes
heavy perspiration, and imparts
delicate, lasting fragrance, leaving
tip skin sweet and wholesome.
Umvit Im VtMbr IUO. AiMnM: "MnKtas,
ntorM.Itert. Wr.ltalaaa 41, Mmi." Sold .Terr-heBQftpSte. Ointment 14 and Kit. Talenmtfc.
without oaua.
EtJO Cubcm Soap

loot's Iiavu a "ntp- - Thomas'
Dips, IOc, lrug stores.

Crt-ni- e

A GREAT BOON

Rub on Sore Throat
Musterole relieves sore throat quick
Ijr. Made with oil of mustard, it is a
dean white ointment that will not burn

or blister like the
mustard
plaster.
Just spread It on with your fingers.
Gently but surely it penetrates to the
sore spot and draws out the pain. Get
Musterole at your drug store today.
35 65c in jarsfc tubes;hospital size,$3.
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

There are many mothers,
nervous and rundown in
vitality, to whom.

be a great boon.

MASONIC

TO MEET

HERE NEXT WEEK

SIDISIISIflER
IE

ESTATE

Scott'a Emulsion
to build strength.

Scott & Bowna, BloomfleM, N. X
ALSO MAKERS Or-

-

Kmiqii s
(Tablets or Granules)

INDIGESTION

(Continued from

I

rage

You can't help saving money by buying at
these prices:
48 pounds Home Seeker Flour
$1.98
24 pounds Home Seeker Flour
$1.05
48 pounds Great West Flour
$2.25
24 pounds Great West Flour
$1.15
12yz pounds Great West Flour
59c
6 pounds Graham Flour
39c
8 3 pounds Cackleberry Chick Feed
39c
10 pounds Corn Meal, white
37c
10 pounds Corn Meal, yellow
27c
5 pounds Corn Meal, white
19c
8 pound pail Snowdrift
$1.43
4 pound pail Snowdrift
74c
2 pound pail Snowdrift
38c
1
pound pail Snowdrift......
20c
8 pounds Swift Jewel
$1.20
4 pounds Swift's Jewel
62c
2 pounds Swift's Jewel
V
31c
10 pounds Silverleaf
$1.55
5 pounds Silverleaf
gfjc

other-outle-

sim-Vle-

t

four-pow-

NEW YORK SHIVKRS.
New York, Fob. 17. Thermometers registered an unofficial low
record for the year here this morning when the cold that gripped tho
city sent the mercury down to four
degrees above zero. It drove hundreds to seek shelter.

TT
i

Instead of supplying towels In
their public lavatories, some hotels
have installed machines where hot
air is blown through tubes end
played on the hands and face, drying them immediately.

Takes the Cream Off the Top of
llsik Bottles, and Costs Only

d

W0HJUTC TRIAL
Proof

Compound and it
a all it claims to
be and has benefited me wonderfully. I had been

ANGB-LE-

price.

sick for eieht
(months with a

abe

which

l;Hronhlft
'
i i
3.

&

Maueer'

First St. and Copper Ave.

r.

Phone

fl."

"If It's Hardware, We Have It."

be-p-

HO NOT MISS

CUT PRICE
SHOE SALE

ft

NOW GOING ON AT THE

anufacturers' Sale Shoe Store

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Jlt)llermrtkrrs end HVIdrri.
2100 tioutli Hfcond St.
Tel. 11H7--

!
i

Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

301 NORTH FIRST ST.
SALE ENDS MARCH 1st

er

C. HAUlHIIKiK
LUMBER CO.
42f Sou lb
Street.
I'bon. 40.
,1.

tint

0

Phase

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST

IN OCVLAR

KKI'KACTIO-107 S.

REINSTATEMENT

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

:

confined. me to mv
ifMDoa ana wa3 only
"
'! ill
able to bo up part
yJV ,
the time, when
s'Hof
!
V'l was advised by
ilv
friend. Mro.
mith. to try Lvdia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound and Liver
Pills. I was so much benefited by tho
use of these medicines that I was able
to be up nnd about in two weeks. I
was at the Change of Life when 1
takinfrthe medicines andl passed
over that timo without any trouble.
Nov 1 am hale and hearty, do all my
housework, washing, ironing, scrubbing, and cooking, all there is to do
about a house, and can walk two or
three miles without getting too tired.
I know of several of my neighbors
who have boea helped by your medietas." Mr3. Emma Culver, 703
E. 7th St., Metropolis, Illinois.
You may depend upon Lydia E.
Pinkhem's Vegetable Compound.
1

general;

TUBERCULOSIS

have

E. Pinkham'3 Vceotablo

- ,

captain--

fit triors

"I

Illinois.

Metropolis,

THE

DDI

It is impossible to POUR the cream off the top of
a milk bottle without pouring some of the milk with
with it. Skimit is a simple little device which lifts
the cream off without disturbing' the milk. With
it you can lift all the cream or as much as you want
It is extremely simple easy to keep clean and is
so constructed as to last a lifetime.
People who own them say they would not do
without them, even if they cost ten times their $1.00

Lydia E. Fiakham's
Vegetable Compound is oi Great
Help at Tils Period

great-hearte-

A'-bc- rt.

$1.00

Hat

tchen Lvdia

Fourth.

riiono

1057--

FOR SALE
WATER
MOTOR
I
Inquire
JOCRNAL. OFFICE

ra

n

-

IF
itnrBUi
BY NOON TODAY

C-0--

W

nan

IF YOU CAN.

M

Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a
so they will reach us by
Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to closing time is the congested period and you may
not be able to reach the Want Ad Department
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.
sub-scrib-

GALLUP LUMP

$11.60
In

Stck at all

times.

i.

Aztec Fuel Co.
Albuquerque Morning Journal
Phones 13 or 66.

Phone 251
L. JOE MILLER, Pres.

i:

1--

Ono)

railway, now in control of Japwith the
anese, which connects
Vladivostok terminus of the Chinese Eastern, nor over its
at Port Arthur, tho terminus
of the South Manchurian railway,
also under Japanese control.
Mr. Davis observed the existence
of fear that tho United States mav
bo morally obligated tinder the
treaty to use force,
and said that although Senator
Lodge had explained that no juch
obligation existed, tho senator, in
so far as he knew, had not made
clear just what "our obligation Is
not to use force."

EGGS

We have select Eggs that we guarantee to be
fresh. You can't find anything better no matter
what you pay. The public demands the best in
Eggs and Butter. Piggly Wiggly specializes in
giving the public just what they want at exactly
the right price.
1 dozen Eggs in carton
40c
2
dozen Golden Best Eggs
21c
1
43c
pound Meadow Gold Butter..........
43c
1 11 pound Sunset Gold Butter
40c
pound Hollywood Butter

WORTH SS00.00Q CHANGE OF
LIFE

LUMBER

It s the very genius ot

ZS

o,

Oes-trelc- h

Dr.H6bsoi&

Scott's Emulsion
would

commission, it was said, word will
go to the debtor nations through
the usual diplomatic channels that
tho United States is prepared to
begin refunding negotiations which
it is believed will be carried on in
this country unless circumstances
arising in the future require moot-Ing- s
abroad.
Closeup of John D. Rockefeller and glimpse of him on golf links taken
According to treasury officials,
a few days ago at Ormond Beach, Fla.
tho government is ready to begin
is smiling broadly at Father negotiations at once, although it is
John D. Rockefeller, at eighty-twTime. Since setting his goal at 100 and mapping out his mode of living believed that actual steps toward
to reach that goal the oil king has kept his health remarkably well. refunding arrangements will await
Hughes
These latest photos of him were taken on tho golf links at Ormond the return of Secretary
from Bermuda about March 1.
Beach, Fla., where he is spending the winter.
The total foreign debt owing this
country approximates $10,000.000,.
000 of principal and, $1,000,000,000
SOLDIER BONUS
which is held in the form of demand obligations upon the various
GRAND
UILL WILL BE READY
nations which, under tho authority
of congress, are to be refunded into
DAYS
WITHIN TEN
long time securities of maturities
of not more than twenty-fiv- e
years
(Continued from r&sa One.)
LODGES
and bearing interest of not more
4 H per cent.
than
hers Insisting upon its early passage.
Democrats opposing the measure insisted, on the other hand,
that objection to tho raleB tax was
so strong in some quarters that if
tho plan of meeting Boldier payOver Hundred
Delegates ments
was presented squarely it
ES
Anin
might be defeated.
Expected
City for
But if tho sale3 tax method is
nual Meeting; Social A- resorted to It was said President
Harding would view with favor a
ffairs Planned.
tax on production rather than on
general retail sales. The execuOver a hundred grand lodge Ma- tive was said to favor this form,
sons and visitors from other lodger, it was said, at the White House,
(Hy The Associated ."ren.)
are expected in the city next week for it was, ho believed, the
Stockholm, Feb. 17. The late
tax and would Christine
during the annual meeting of the avoid form of this
Xllsson, or Countees Case
problems of exemption which do Mirandl,
grand lodge, grand chapter, grand probably
famous Swedish opera
would arise in case a genThe
and
Star.
Eastern
commandtry
singer, called by many the "second
eral sales tax was decided on.
meetings will begin on Monday and
Swedish
nightingale," left an estate
Opposition to the sales tax pro- In
will continue to the end of tho
England valued at 120,000. This
In
week. A number of social affairs posal, however, was expressed
is disclosed by her will which, acfor tho entertainment of the visitor! several quartern today. T. C.
cording to Stockholm papers, has
Washington representative Just
are planned.
been opened in London.
Tho forty-thirannual communi- of tho national grange, characTho value of her Swedish estate,
cation of tho grand lodge will bo terized it as "designed to shift the said to be of considerable size, Is
from those
held on February 20, 21 and 2H. The burden of taxation
most able to pay it, to those least not yet known. The Swedish press,
following officers will be in attendable to pay," and Samuel Gompers, however asserts that Inestimates for-of
ance:
her wealth
many
Francis E. Lester, Mesilla Park president of the American Federa- eign papers published
placing her fortune at
grand master; Lucius Dills, Santa tion of Labor, declared it would
$15,000,000, were grossly exaggerFe, deputy grand master; Joseph work ''an injustice upon the whole ated. They add that she was noted
Gill, Clayton, senior grand warden; people."
d
in
life for her
generAtkeson outlined his views
John W. Turner, Silver City, junior In Mr.
and that the total of her
a letter to Chairman Fordney. osity nre
Salamcn
Spitz,
grand warden;
to
known
have amounted
gifts
Fe, grand treasurer; Alphcus in which he said the grange had to a large fortune.
A. Keen, Albuquerque, grand sec- suggested the excess profits tax for
Of
her
the countestate,
English
if that was found ess
retary; John J. Kelly, Silver City, the bonus, and
3.000 to the Royal
bequeathed
Isaac W. Dwlre, Inexpedient, "a tax ehould he lev- Murlral
grand lecturer;
of Stockholm and
Taos, grand chaplain; Jaffa Miller, ied which will not be added to the 2,000 academy
to the Conservatory of
Roswell, senior grand deacon; Her- cost of living of the millions with Music of Paris, both
to be used ns
bert B. Holt, Las Cruces, Junior limited incomes."
The will
Mr. Gompers gave his views In funds for scholarships.
grand deacon; Samuel E. Wood
various
Includes
of
legacies
Gallup, grand marshal; John S. a formal statement in which he amounts totaling 17,000 to various
Mactavish, Magdalena, senior grand said that organized labor "stands friends.
one hundred per cent for the solsteward; Thomas E. Mitchell,
The
of the English
Junior grand steward; Jamei diers' bonus," but opposes any estate isremainder
left to the singer's stepP. McNuIty, Ccrrillos, grand sword form of retail, sales or consumpRose Casa de
Countess
tion tax to raise revenue to pay daughter,
bearer.
Her objects of art,
The Royal Arch chapter of the tho bonus or for any other pur- Miranda.
etc., the singer left to
state will hold its twenty-fourt- h
pose. The bonus, he said, "should paintings,
Swedish museums.
annual convocation on Thursday have the approval of congress, but four
The
delay in opening the singer's
to create a sales tax would be to
with the following officers;
been occasioned
J. Smith Lea, Roswell, grand high turn a measure of justice Into an will Is said to haveChristine
Nilsson
by the fact that
priest; Charles C. Manning, Gallup, Imposition and an injustice upon was
a French citizen.
deputy grand high priest; Richard the whole American people."
II. Hanna, Albuquerque,
"Labor recognizes in the progrand
It was reported at the time of
king; John M. Howman, Las Cruces, posal to attach the sales tax to the Miss
Nilsson's death
that Mrs.
Santa
gammon
soldiers' adjusted
Spitz,
grand scribe;
compensation
George F. Murray of Lynn, Mass..
Fe, grand treasurer; Alpheus A. bill," said Mr. Gompers, "a sub- wlfo
of
General
of
an
the
employe
Keen, Albuquerque, grand secre- terfuge intended either to defeat
company there, claimed to
tary; John J. Kelly, Silver City, the bonus, or to create a feeling Electric
grand lecturer; Samuel E. Wood. of resentment against the veterans be the daughtersheof the Swedish
and that
might contest
Gallup, grand chaplain: Franklin of the world war by placing the singer
l". Kllburn, Clayton, grand captain burden upon the least able to bear Miss Nllseon's will.
S.
of the host; George
Robinson, It, and by permitting tho escane
Journal Want Ads bring results.
Pemlng, grand principal sojourner; of those who profiteered so relentWilbur L. Elser, Las Cruces, grand lessly during the period ot the war
Royal Arch captain; William H. and since tho war."
Duckworth, Clevis, grand master
reRepresentative
McArthur,
third vail; John W. Turner, Silver publican, Oregon, issued
a stateCity, grand master sfceond vail: ment tonight declaring
alPeter Cameron, Albuquerque, grand though he voted for the that
soldiers'
master first vail.
bonus bill which
the house QUICKLY; RELIEVED
The Knights Templar will hold two years ago, hepassed
not vote
annual conclave for a Blmllar measurecould
their twenty-firs- t
now,
racking, agonizing rheumatic
on Friday with the following offi"Conditions are different," he
is quickly relieved by an ap.
cers:
"the American people ,
and
added,
plication of Sloan's Liniment.
Wesley O. Connor, Jr., Santa Fe, cannot stand tho additional
tax
For forty years, folks all over the
grand commander; Charles C. Man- burden at this time."
world have found Sloan's to be tho
ning, Gallup, deputy grand comAlbuH.
Richard
Hanna,
natural
mander;
enemy of pains and aches.
querque, grand generalissimo; Peter
It penetrates without rubbing.
BID
HOWAT
Cameron, Albuquerque, grand
You can just tell by its
FOR
healthy,
Reuben Perry, Albustimulating odor that it is going to do
querque,
grand senior warden;
"
you
good.
Franklin P. Kilburn, Clayton, grand
Keep Shan't handy for neuralgia,
junior warden; Frank C. Holland,
sciatica, lame back, still joints, sore
Alamogordo, grand prelate; Edward
muscles, strains and sprains.
R. Paul, Santa Fe, grand treasurer;
At all druggists 35c, 70c, 1.40.
Alpheus A. Keen, Albuquerque,
E.
Julicn,
grand recorder; Taylor
Tucumcarl, grand standard bearer;
IS VOTED
Ripley C. Hoffman, Deming, grand
sword bearer; J. Smith Lea, Roswell, grand warder.
i1 fPamsi
1:1
The Eastern Star of the state will
(By The AMorinted I'reM.)
hold Its annual meeting on Friday
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 17. Aevenlexander
On Tuesday
Howat, expelled Kansas
und Saturday.
ing there will bo an entertainment mine leader, lost his appeal for reat the Masonic temple for all Ma- instatement in the United Mlns
Mates Sick Skins 5sons and their wives. The program Workers of America on the face of
WeUOn of Dr.HotaoB'i
con
unofficial
will
tabulations
Reuben
in charge of
of the roll
Perry
FamilyRetnediaL Foraclear,
call of the union's convention which
sist of music hy local talent,
Maltbycomplouontue
(reelj
was completed late today. The last
as
eluding some sketches from the
cent Shrine show "Springtime" and 100 votes cast swung the majority
to
administration
the
headcnoir
Scottisn
the
itlte
selections by
forces,
Eczema Ointment
from Santa Fe. Special railroad ed by President John L. Lewis, and
rates have been offered for the the latter won by approximately
votes
are
out
the
of
150
tickets
purchase fifty
3,800 votes
meeting if
cast.
ed, it has been announced.
The official tabulation
of the
votes will not be completed for
HEADS XIjOR.M)0 G. O. P.
several
17.
it
Feb.
wag
hours,
George
stated at tho
Denver, Colo.,
H. Shaw, of Fort Collins, was elect- uiiiwii
mm it call nap
ed chairman ot the republican state oeen seni out io ansemees who will
tentral committee at a meeting of be permitted to vote tomorrow.
GLASS
PAINT
members here today.
committe
votes.
Shaw received seventy-nin- e
CEMENT
PLASTER
John F. Vivian, of Golden, the only
other nominee, received fifty votes.
Dr. QIM bat puiltlr.
Headaches Vnnn Wlglit Colds.
pruof h I. abl. to cur
Laxative BROMO QUININE Tab- tubarcitlu.lt by inhalation
any climate.
lets relieve the Headache by cur- io Fur
further Information
ing the Cold. A tonio laxative and addr.B THE T F. (1LARR
germ destroyer. The genuine bears INHALANT CO.. MASON
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Ileancy at tho St. Joseph
Johnny Dundee of New York was
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girl.
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given, the decision over Johnny
of basketball at the
Darcy of California in their
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STORE WITH A NEW
A. gymnasium on ThursPAUL ALTHOuSE Chinese navy have proposed to go day afternoon
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Harwood
boys
night. The fight was close and in
the Washington armament confer- defeated Menaul school by a score
terestlng.
ence one better by scrapping the of 33 to 30.
1 7
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Judge M. E. Writey left yesterClub Expects to En- entire Chinese navy and selling It
Exposition to Last Three Iowa CMv.wonTrtwn
Apollo
a western inter-col- university
to pay their salaries which are in day to visit relalives in tho east.
17
March'
and
He will return about March 1.
16,
Days,
match here toleginte wrestling
joy Famous Tenor Singer arrears.
36 to 14.
Factory wood, full truck lond.
18; Provide 75 Booths for night, defeating Purdue
(The Chinese navy consisted in four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Appearing Here on Feb1920 of six protected cruisers,
Phone 91.
falls and two by decisions, while
Use of Exhibitors.
ruary 28th.
three destroyers,
eight torpedo
licenses were issued
rumue gained a rail and a cieci
Marriage
gunboats,
three
slon.
torpedoconsiderable yesterday to Luz Jaramillo and
A "Home Builders' exposition,"
The Apollo club, under whose boats,
a
Juan
and
four
Martinez
of Socorro; Roslta
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to bo staged March 16. 17 and 18,
sing number of river gunboats. Nine of Cerno and Juan Apodaca
17. Iowa auspices Paul Althouse a will
of
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on
28, has "find" in
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just prior to the spring building State
February
under
were
Antonia Saavedra and Felix
college defeated Michigan the Metropolitan opera tenor. Tho these, however,
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govChinese
Handles
Southern
of
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the
of
to Char-lott- o
Las
here
and
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tonight in wrestling
realtors of the city at a meeting Aggiesmeet
singer is particularly inter- ernment located at Canton.)
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by the score of 60 to 0 great
and is
work
held last night at the Chamber of dual
men's
in
chorus
ested
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Commerce.
popular with every
exceedingly
Mr. and Mrs. John Murray of
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should
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that
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contact.
It
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expected
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plans
gaged
IT,Chinese press asserts that It city shortly to visit their son, Dr.
Milwaukee.
Wis.. Feb".
are going ahead rapidly for a show
club will appear on tho pro- Is The
in the interest of their salaries, D. R. Murray.
Weismuller, Illinois Ath- Apollo
Althouse here.
Mr.
with
which, the realtors hope, will dem- Johnny
gram
William Parks, editor of the
than of the peace of the
club, broke the world's record
choruses every where along rather
onstrate to renins "the folly of letic
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tour
extensive
house."
In
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a
present
living
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drastic
step.
this
for Kl Paso on a short business
club
here
Athletic
Milwaukee
tank
proposed
day
artist agree that Althouse stands
Everything of interest to the
As in the case of many governtrip. He will return about Monday
covering the distance in far up among the leaders. Not onprospective home builder will be tonight,
at
the
1:06:31.
Tuesday.
on display in the seventy-fiv- e
delighted with the ment departments of china many or I.'r,
ly are they
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and in "the
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the conference of officers
Dent of Midland,
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on hand to explain the features of at 11
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rine sufficient money to make up
The Royal Neighbors of America
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number being a record among
renters regret that they are not
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ADDRESS CONVENTION
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success.
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plan.
about the
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All
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number
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other
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last
arrested
night
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"Local and imperial taxes are
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Cooked Meats a Specialty.
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a
Swift's
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Specialist.
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1
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kept in her home an uii ume, trict court yesterday to the Fourth cemetery.
since It has proved very valuable street garage.
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and
Want
Ads
Journal
results.
to
correct derangebring
when used
to the statement of
other Mf.caronl Products
POUND
A
ments of the liver, stomach and theAccording
the original case
bowels, and to help prevent sick- was. petitioner,
one brought by their comness from developing from such pany against
P. W. Fletcher, on
Let Us Send a Man Beef, Mutton, Pork, Veal,
conditions.
wnich they were given a judgment
Fifth and Silver
To replace that broken window
"For dizziness, headaches, colds, for a bill
Hens and Springs
of $69. Later, it is statCo.
Lumber
BROADWAY
and similar troubles,
Albuquerque
glass.
ed, the defendant appealed the
Cottontail Rabbits,
Phono 421. 423 North First.
is a wonder," according case, and Judge McClellan
PROGRAM
deto Mrs. Mabe.
Fruits, and
Vegetables,
was unable to preclared
he
that
SCNDAY
FEB. 19
bile
DELIVERY
FREE
and
"It helps carry away
sent the record of the case.
Groceries.
.
3:80 p. m. "The Glory of the Bible."
cold the easiest of any medicine
13S
Phone
7:45 p. m. "The Greatest Tragedy of Human Existence."
I ever saw.
DETROIT IS TOO FAR
"I have used
MOXDAV, FEB. 20.
Meats at Following Prices:
Quality
will
whole
and
with my
family,
Manifestation of God's Character In DealAWAY FOR WIRELESS
,7:45 p. m. "The
'
Role
continue to do so, as it has proven
Rib
Roast
with
22c
Israel and the Church: His Holiness."
DYERS AND HATTERS
ing
its worth. We are glad to recom201 North First Street.
RUG CLEANING
Roast
Beef
18c
Shoulder
to
20c
Tl'ESDAY, FEB. 21.
Detroit
An
a
to
hear
attempt
t.
mend
My health concert
ExPhone 199
8:30 p. m. "From the Pit to the Throne of Glory."
Phone 4S3. Cor. 6th and Gold
Prime Rib Roast
by radio failed here yester-da20c
Is Just fine."
on the Epistle to the Romans.
lecture
pository
the power of local receiving
Phone Va Yonr Order We
has been found Instruments
Beef Short Ribs, 2 pounds for
25c
7:45 p. m. "The Manifestation of God's Character in Deal-in- g
Will do me Rest, t
being too weak to
a useful adjuvant in breaking up catch the sounds.
with Israel and the Church: His Sovereign
Brisket Boiling Meats
The concert of
10c
colds, when the use of a laxative hand and chorus music was given
Grace."
Best Hamburger in town
17V2c
or cathartic medicine Is indicated. yesterday afternoon in the radio
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 22.
It acta upon the liver as a tonic, room of the Detroit News and dis
Good Home Made Sausage
25c
CHOCOLATE
3:30 p. m. "From the Pit to the Throne of Glory."
helping it to drive poisons and patched all over the country.
Steam heated office space at
m.
7:45
"The
Manifestation
Pork
Loin
of God's Character: Hli
Roast
p.
.
..28c
unhealthful matters from the sys207 West Gold Avenue. Apply
B. A. Noe of the local radio shop
Faithfulness and His Power."
Loin
Pork
tem.
28c
Chops
was disappointed in an effort to
.
CITY REALTY CO.
TnCRSDAY. FEB. 23.
coated get some
Biliousness,
dizziness,
Lamb Legs
to
additional
28c
3:30 p. m. "From the Pit to the Throne of Glory."
tongue, bitter taste In the mouth, strengthen his outfitequipment
for
In
time
Lamb
Stew
7:45 p. m. "The History of Satan; How He Will Be De20c
often warn you that your liver the concert. The
Sold
this Store.
special parts arthroned and Christ Enthroned."
is out of fix. Don't neglect It. rived
Good Veal Roast
25c
and
yesterday
only
morning
Prevention of illness Is better than could not be eet up and tested In
Dr. Gaebelein is an undenominational teacher
Veal Breast
20c
Coal
t,
cure. Take
for time for the afternoon concert. The
Gallup Lump
of the Bible, welcome in all the larger cities of the
Nothing but the best Chickens, Oysters, Herring,
your liver." Be sure you get Thed- university wireless station was also
$11.00 A TON
ford's.
United States and Canada, and often addresses
WHY?
line fresh Cheese.
unsuccessful in hearing the Detroit
full
Mackerel;
y
Most
druggists sell
music
the
attended by thousands. All Christians
meetings
Macaroni,
highect
Phone
Best
Given
grade
of
Orders
Attention.
Johnson Coal Co. Spaghetti,
and
Get a package, today.
are cordially invited to attend.
Let' have n "Din" Thomas'
Egg Noodles and
B. H. ROARK, Prop.
000 N. First
Phone 388-Crcmo Pips, 10c. Drug stores.
other Macaroni Products.
(By The Ansoclnted Presi.)
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JACK BRITTON KEEPS WELTERWEIGHT CROWNi
"LET'S GO!" SAYS CUB MANAGER

FITS

VETERAN

;

i

'FRISCO LIS TO

1H0UND

0

Battle Staged in Madison Square Garden; Shade
Works Well at Times;
Both Fighters Are Wild.

Hot

By The Aocln(rd PrjM.)
New York, Fob. 17. Jack Brltton, 37, and a veteran ot nineteen
years In the ring, and David Shade,
lad,
19 years old, San Francisco
fmiirht fifteen rounds to a draw
Garden to
So.unre
n Madison
as
night. Brltton retains the title
world's welterweight boxing cnam
pion. .
Rrlffon. thn boxing master, aP'
the
inrnil tr have
in all but two rounds,
challenger
was
ri
h verdict of a draw
hooted for several minutes by tha
was wild and
fmvori na Shade
landed few effective blows.
wrfttnn nnlv half a nound tin
der the present welterweight limit
in
of 147 pounds at 2 p. m., wasone
oveclipnt condition. Only in
round, the eleventh, did he seem
to tire. The champion's age had
no apparent effect on his speed
mnA nttnrhinir nowor.
His opponent, the youngest of
the fighting Shade brothers, led
the fighting at every opportunity.
Ho Ktncsrered the champion once
or twice with rights to the Jaw.
but his attacks following these
blows were always smothered by
Britten's defense.
Round One.
Shade led with a left to the Jaw.
ropes.
driving the champion to theencounThey engaged in a light
were
Both
close
at
ter '
quarters.
wild, They exchanged short rights
to the Jaw.
Round Two.
''
Brltton shook Shade with a
right hook to the Jaw. Shade sent
a. straight left to Britton's nose.
Brltton sharply uppercut Shade
with a right. Shade missed frequently.
Ronnd Throe.
Bhade sent a light left to the
nose followed with a right hook to
the Jaw. They had a light exchange in a clinch. Brltton sent
a left hook to the Jaw.
Ronnd Tour.
Shade Btarted a battery attack
loft
which Brltton halted with
hooks to the Jaw. Brltton caught
Shade on the chin with a straight
returned
The challenger
left.
rights to the Jaw.
Round Five.
Brltton smothered another attack with well placed right and
left hooks to the head. Ho staggered the challenger with a right
hook to the Jaw. He followed this
blow with a series of straight lefts
to the chin.

nnrwn rum m

lit:
M

i")

I

Vs':
m$

ponents;

Round Six.
Brltton rooked a right to the
Shade sent two hard
stomach.
Jaw.
lefts Into the champion's
Shade staggered the
champion
with a right to the Jaw. Brltton
cams back, showering Shade with
hard left and right honks to the
Jaw.
He swung a hard right to
Shade's body.
'
Ronnd Seven.
Th champion sent a left to the
Jaw and two more to the stom
ach. Shade shot a right to the
Jaw and took three hard lefts to
the body In return. Brltton sent a
short left to the Jaw.
Hound Kijcht.
Brltton sent rights and lefts to
the stomach, Shade landed several
light blows on the champion's
head. They exchanged lefts to the HARDING DECIDES ON
head. Shade sent a hard left to
Britton's Jaw.
SUCCESSOR TO HAYS
Round Xlne.
Brltton sent a right hook to the
(By The AMoeintcd Preii.)
Jaw and followed It with a straight
Feb. 17. President
Washington.
right to the chin. They exchanged Harding ha9 decided whom he will
Shade caught
lefts to the head.
the champion's Jaw three times name as successor to Postmaster
with straight lefts. These were General Hays, It was said today at
the best blows landed by Shade the White House, but la not yet
so far.

Ronnd Ten.
Shade seiit hard lefts

'a

the.

body, following with rlrht to the
head, Thsy exchanged bard rights
and lefts to the head. Shade
caught Br.tton's Jaw with a hard
sent him
right. The champion

Both

Games

Speedy and Hard Fought
Displaying by far the best class
of basketball seen in Albuquorque
this year, the Duke City High won
a game and lost one to Kl Paso
last night at the armory. The
games were both very closely
played from start to finish and
much of tho time the score was
tied.
The El Paso boys were much
larger than tho green and white
tosaers and were very fast and
clever at making field goals. Cohen, Pass city forward, was fast
and very accurate. El Paso made
n
many field goals by a
combination, In which one man
dribbled to under the goal and
passed to the other man to shoot.
Tho Duke city lads hardly
equaled the visitors in guarding
but got nearly as many tries at
the basket. Fhlig usually got the
tip-ofrom Benjamin but tho locals worked several signals,

'

X

two-ma-

ready to make the selection public.
The official resignation of Will
II. Hays, as postmaster general, it
was explained, has not yet reached
the president and It was Intimated
that no announcement of his successor would be made until It la
received.

COWBOY PADGETT

The first t.ny was mada
by
Wilson from tho foul line and Cohen followed shortly after with a
single counter for El Paso. Then
each man missed an attempt at
free throw and after Uhpg took too
many steps in making a field coal,
Wilson nii.oscd another chance to
score. Then Cohen gavo his team
the lead v.tih a goal from field.
Long again tied the score with another goal from near under the
basket. Cohen made a free throw
but one of his team mates was Inside the ring at the time.
The
pausing was fast but rather long.
Wilson took tho lead for nls team
with a free throw but Lozano took
it away by a field goal. Long
scored from the field with a half
minute to piny but El Paso led at
the half,
With two free throws by Wllwnn
and n field goal from Long at the
start of the last half the lead was
narrowed to two points Albuquerque took most of the attempts at
the basket at the first of the halt
but El l'aso scored more consist3
ently. Tho score stood at
with half a minute to play and Cohen made two quick field goals.
3
The game ended
in favor of
tho visitors.
El Paso was clearly out of the
class of any high school team yet
seen here and used very clever
and fast playing to defeat Albuquerque.
The lineups were:
AII. S.
El Paso H. R.
Hammond (C)..F
Cohen (C)
Glassman
F
Lozano
C
Fhllir
Benjamin
O
T'Ong
Brown
Wilson
a
Dawson
Field goals El Paso HlRh:
6: Lozano. 2: TThlig. 2: A. H.
R.: T.omr. 4: Benjamin,
1.
Free
throws: Wilson, 13; Cohen, 7; Lo- znno, 3,
Substitutions:
Patterson for
Brown; Brown for Patterson
Referee: James Burton. Timer:
Borland. Scorers: Johnson andCo-blon14--

TO FIGHT DANNY
IS MARCH

1

2C-2-

Young Ring Sensation May
Enter Local Ring on Next
Bill of Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Sailor Danny Burns,
welter
weight and heavyweight champion
In the athletio games in Brest a
year or so ago, will probably be the
opponent of Cowboy Padgett on
the next boxing card winch the
Veterans of Foreglgn Wars will
present here on March 1.
While the definite make-u- n
of
mo veterans' slate was uncertain
last night, it was regarded us certain that the main event would be
between these two boys. The
promoted the Kid
Mex battle here a month ago and
are anxious to keep up their good
reputation a3 match makers. If
they decide upon some bettor com
bination for March 1 buttles, It will
be substituted, but the promoters
believe that they have a good show
in Burns and Padgett and will
doubtless shoot thum Into the
ring.
The match, they declare, should
give the fight fans a good run for
their money. Both men weigh
around 145 pounds and are slug
gers. They are not skillful boxers
og the speed of I,ee and Herrera,
but their slashing tactics usually go
wlel with the fans.
adgctt is in Oklahoma for a
battle and Hums is fighting In Arizona. If they are matched, they
will probably
be
here with'n a
week,
veto-ran-

Lee-Ki-

d

s

30-2-

-

z,

Albuquerque
High outclasned
tho Pass city sextet In the lirst
clash of the evening, winning. IS
to 13.' Garcia played a consistent
nd most of the field goals
garni
came- from her. White nt center
a
playfd very good game and rent
the ball back to tho
end of the floor after the El Paso
guard threw it it out.
Young scored most for El P.aso
and the guarding was very clo.io
throughout tho game. These two
teams meet again tonight.
-

en

A

three-year-okeen-edge-

boy, who danced

ld

d

sword blades with

bare feet, recently nppe ired before
the Trlnco of Wales in India,

Young gol seems to be located In
town for the boxing revival. Sol
has won a place in the hearts of
the fans for his clever work against
the Insurrecto Kid and against Kiii
Anaya. He is a speedy lad with a
d
wallop and has been go
ing well.
Sol may be mixed up again as a
artist in the March 1
bill.
He has halr-lln- o
decisions
against both Anaya and the Insur
recto, but a match between him and
either of them would bo well with
the fans.
fair-size-

semi-wlnd-

CifiAA

At

ilor-Ma- de

The account of the Herrera-Le- e
the Trinidad Picket-wir- e
in Its issue of Februa scream from the
The Item scoffed at
claims of damnged thumbs and
general sickness. It tried to show
that Lee was a dub against tho
Trinidad boy. We suppose Mistah
Walter Kid Lee will bear the article In mind If he ever meets
Herrera again,

fight which
printed
ary 15, was
first gong.

thing
now

SHOWING

MADE TO FIT YOUR FIGURE

Meyer &

114 West Central Ave.

ESTANCIA

eyer

Phone 520

CARPENTIER AGREES
TO MEET KID LEWIS

ALBUQUERQUE

DAILY STAGE
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Albuquerque

POUND SALE

(EXCEPT SUNDAY)

Estaneia
Estancla

Albuquerque
One Way, $5.00

,

Round Trip, $0.30.

7:30am
am
3:30pm

10.00
5.OO

Albuquerque Headquarters,
Ringling Brothers Cigar Store

210 WEST CENTRAL.

Brighton, Eng., Feb. 17 (by tho
Ted. "Kid
Associates,
press.)
Lewis, British welterweight pugll
1st, knocked out Tom Gummer. the
British middleweight in the first
round of their bout here tonight.
As Gummer was overweight, no
question of championship was In1
volved.
the Euro'
Georges Carpentler,
pean heavyweight champion, was
present at the match and afterward it was definitely stated that
ne would meet Lewis In a bout,
probably In April.
MINISTER FOUND GUILTY.
Mountida, Ark., Feb, 17. The
Rev. Harding Hughes, minister.
cnargea with murder in connection
with the death of Mrs. Anna
last May was found guilty
by a Jury early today. His punishment was fixed at life

PHONE

nm

600.

On Saturday, the 18th of Feb
ruary, 1922, at 10 a. m.. In front

of City Hall on North Second
street, I will sell one black mare,
about g years old, 14 hands high,
weigh 900 pounds; blaze face,
both hind and left front, feet
white; brandod on left hip.
J. R. GALUSHA,
City Marshal.

lournsi want ads net results

Help Yourself to

Save"
POTATOES

After a week of constant
the Bankers' basketball team
will meet El l'aso high school's five
tonight as the second game of the
r
at the armory.
According to statements of members of the team, the Bankers will
be In better condition to put up ,a
winning figbt this evening than at
any other time this season. The
men have been playing together
every night thla week either In
with other
practice or in games
local teams.
The lineup for the opening of the
game will probably be as follows,
it was stated last night: Pegue, f;
Gilbert, f; Petts, c: Stowell g:
Bryan, g. Substitutes will be lior-gaf; Salazer, c, and
double-heade-

n,

Cava-naucr-

g.

h,

The ability of the southerners to
play a fast brand of basketball wbb
proven Inst night in their game
with Albuquerque
high school,
when they defeated the latter team
by the score of 30 to 23. The
Bankers claim to be undismayed
by this showing, however, and have
every confidence of victory, according to the statement of their
manager, Tony Gilbert.

NORMAV K. UROWN.
Kilbane vs. Criqui.
That's a bout French ring fans
hope to see while Featherweight
Champion Johnny Kilbane is touring Europe. It is the consensus of
opinion abroad tnat Criqui is one
of three or four men who can
tho champ a real test. Many give
believe he is the toughest bird in the
group.
Criqui lg an
figure
His war record interesting
has. added a picturesque angle to his history. 'Ti
said that a shell tore away part of
his Jaw, destroying the nerve and
rendering him Immune from a
knockout on that portion of hli
body. This may or may not be true
The French lad is rangy, light of
limb, fast and clever. His two defeats slnco
the ring
after the war were registered by
Tommy Noble of England and Pal
Moore.
It is said to his credit that
Criqui fought Noble without sufficient training and entered the
ring against Moore at short notice
as a substitute.
Criqui has had many battles since
Ihe war seven of them in Aus
tralia. His most recent accomplish
d
ment was a
knockou

pounds for

1100 pounds

I5.V

SUGAR
16 pounds for
$1.00
100 pounds for.,.. $6.40
100 lbs. Cane..,. $6.60

PRESERVES
J.

S. B.

Regular 45c value.
All Flavors.

EGGS
Strictly Fresh.
Every Egg Guaranteed.

The Heasons V

35c Dozen.

en-Jo-

MILK

AVIS

Carnation, tall
Borden's, tall
Libby. tall

Candy Kitchen

Armours, tall
HEBE, tall

SPECIAL

Saturday and Sunday

Milk Chocolates
70c, cut to 50c per. pound
KISSES
40c, cut to 25c per pound
See Our Package Specials

,HC

...,10c

,10c

......10c

....... 8yzc

QUANTITY,
SERVICE

'

11c

He

Golden Key, tall
Ked Cross, tall

QUALITY,

all-st-

200-bb- l.

at the

You Should Trade

Theaters Today

rt

Brand, 1 lb. glass

25c

one-rjun-

liant
who tried his hand
high school will meet the girls' in tneEuropean
United States.
team from El Paso. A dance will
follow the game between the BankSNYDER HOLDS OFT.
ers and El Paso.
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 17.
Frank Snyder, star catcher of the
New York National league baseball
team, today announced
that he
would not sign a 1922 contract until he had conferred with Manager
John McGraw .
"B'' Theater Repeating today
for the Inst time the Paramount
Journal Want Ads bring results.
picture. "Tho Bonnie Brier Bush,"
produced by the Famous Players-Lask- y
British Producers, Ltd.; also
LEGAL NOTICE
comedy,
repeating the two-re"What Could Be Sweeter?"
NOTICE OF SUEHJFF'S SALE.
Lvrlc Theater "Lucky Carson,"
This is to give notice that I will
with Earle Williams and an
offer for sale and sell to the high-- !
cast, is being repeated today for est bidder for cash at the hour of!
the last time; tho management is 10 o'clock a. m. on the 15th day of
comalso repeating the two-paMarch, 1922. at tho front door of
edy, "Snooky's Blue Monday," fea- tne courthouse of Bernalillo county
In Old Albuquerque, N. M.. 1 email
turing "Snooky, the Humanzee."
Pastime Theater For the last pump, two buildings 12 ft.
by 28 ft.
time tho great Fox production, wood and canvas,
6 small cots, 4
"Queen of Sheba," Is the main at- tables, 1 cook stove, 1 small retraction at the Pastime today. It frigerator,
1
has been a tremendous drawing iron tank, 1 pump and galvanized
engine, 800
the
card at this theater for
past ft.
casing, 1.400 ft.
four days, and should prove a big casing. 3 pumps,
1
drill
rotary
card for the last time today.
complete with tools, 118 ft. boiler
bricked, 1 small dynamo, all locatNATIONS OF ALL THE
ed about nine miles north of AlbuWOKII) AVU.L ENJOY
N. M.; l star drilling rig
'liONMU IIKIEH HUSH" querque,
complete, about 900 feet
700
ft.
casing,
casing, 1
y
One need not to be a Scot to
boiler and engine, 1 tank, 1 pump
"Tho Bonnie Brier Bush," the with a lot of
all located near
latest Paramount picture produced Islcta, N. M.; tools,
that the said sale Is
In England which will be the fea- to bo made under and
by virtue of
ture at tho "IS"
today for an order
out of tho district
the last time. The story, based on court of issuing
Bernalillo
New
county.
Ian Maclrfiren's famous novel, "Be- Mexico, and based upon a Judgside the Bonnie Brier Bush," is one ment of said court made
enterand
of universal appeal and represent- ed on the 10th
day of December,
atives of every civilized nation will 1021, In Cause No.
on the
12810
find it sweet and wholesome. Don- docket of said court, wherein
ald Crisp, the producer, plays the
Company, a
imnnrtant rolo of the stern, rigid corporation, was plaintiff
O.
elder of the "kirk, 'whose sternness C. Campbell was defendant, and
being
all but provokes a tragedy in his a suit on open account the amount
own home. Mary Glynno, popular of which Judgment was and is for
with American motion picture fans, $1,834.47 and costs to tho amount
has the part of Flora, his daughter. ot which Judgment together with
The cast is one of unusual excel- interest to date of sale is $1,879.31,
lence and includes among others and costs of this sale.
Alec Eraser, Jack East, Jerrold
Witness my bfind this 10th day
P.obertshaw, Mrs. Hayden Coffin, of February, 922.
llumbertson Wright, Iiorothy Fane,
ANTONIO C. ORTIZ,
Burton and other screen
Sheriff of KernaliHoCounty.
were
scenes
The
artists.
principal
A DM I N I STR ATO R'S "NOTICE.""
photographed in Scotland and are In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
most beautiful. The production is
New Mexico.
massive and many of the situations In County,
the Matter of tho Estate of Anna
are dramatic and sympathetic.
Messinger, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
FAMOI'S COUNTRY CLI P.
undersigned was, on the 19th day
IS SEEN IN CHEAT
of January, 1922, duly appointed
riCTUUE, "LUCKY CARSON" Administrator
of the estate of
One of tho most famous coun- Anna Messinger, deceased, by the
i roonie court ot Bernalillo County,
try clubs on the west Coast is used and having qualified
as such Adin one of the scenes of "Lucky
all persons having
Carson," which will be shown at ministrator,
claims
estate
the
of said
the Lyric theater today for the last decedentagainst
and
time. Some exclusive shots have required toare herebythe notified
same to the
present
beon taken from this place, showIn
tho
manner
and
ing the norch upon which the undersigned
within the time prescribed by law.
guests are dining, the golf links,
LOUIS
MESSINGER,
the tennis court and tho picturAdministrator.
esque drives in the Immediate
Dated January 20th, 1922.
Several scenes are
neighborhood.
taken on this location which represent some ot the most dramatic
action of the production.
The story of "Lucky Carson"
deals with the successful attempt
to retrace his
of a
steos and regain a position In solost
has
which
through tho
ciety
race track. He corners cotton,
backs a power In tho financial
world and then is called upon to
settle a debt he owes a man he
has wronged. He tries to fix this
debt In many ways, but the Injured
man demands an eye for an eye
and a tooth for a tooth. Through
this accident Carson wins the hand
of a beautiful maid In marriage.

25c
$2.40

for.

BUTTER
Cedar Brook, 1 lb... 35c
Pure Creamery Butter.
S. & H.

Green Stamps.

OiiOCOLAT
REM

flew ESexico

Sold At This Store.

Sandy Kitchen
204 West Central Ave.
Phone 1520.

the highest grade Macaroni
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products,

OST ENTIRE STOCK

SELLEHG

Of Wall Paper, Paints, Varnishes. Etc.
Shelvings, Counters, Show Cases

ALL MOST GO

1

BY THE 15TH OF MARCH
REMEMBER

First Come, First Served.
Store Room Leased Out.

20,000 single rolls Wall Paper to be sold at
Sc up

CHAUyiH
Corner Sixth and Central.

Phone 639

n
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down-and-out-
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OP STIEB.V' IS
AT PASTIME THEATKIt
TODAY FOIt IiAST TIMi:

"QT7EEK

"Queen of Sheba," the William
Fox super-speciwhlph came to
the Pastime theater several days
Is
which
ago and
being repeated,
today for the last time, is

wearing
A

31

speca-tacular- ly

magnificent and
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MRS. MINA

RARER.

iime ago
atneenori.
most nervous

1

was one

or
and miser
able persons on the earth, but
thanks to Tanlae I'm well and
happy now," said Mrs. Mina
liaber, 448 Farnsworth avenue,
111,
Aurora,
-it was1 just aoout two years
Degan to be distressed
ago mat
after every meal. I had awful
smothering spells at times and
my heart beat so Irregularly that
I often thought I wouldn't live
through the attack. Headaches
were the bane of my existence
and I shudder even now when I
think of them. My back hurt me,
too, and It was Just agony for
me to bona over and stralohten
up again.
"Tanlao has done for
me far
.........
fnnrn

rhnn

ov
--T ni'or
'

.1

.

.'

UI1U

I'm like a different person altogether. In fact, I'm In perfect
health now. In my opinion, Tanlao Is the best medicine under
the sun."
Tanlac Is sold by the Al
Pharmacy and all other leading
drueslsU everywhere,
Adv.

dramat-

ically superb. It leaves one gnsp-ln- g
with amarement and admiration. The marriage of the Queci,
of Sheba to King Armud, her arrival at the court of King Solomon,
the day of racing and games, the
thrilling chariot race between
Sheba and Princess Vashtl, the arrival of David, the little Prince of
Sheba: the battle between the
forces of King Solomon and those
ot Adonljah, his recreant brother;
the farewell of the Queen of Sheba
to King Solomon all are scenes
never to bo forgotten.
la
Blythe
Betty
altogether
charming In the exacting role of
is impresthe Queen. Fritz
sive as King Solomon, and a I:
other, members of the notable cast
give excellent accounts of them
selves. Great credit is due William
Fox for having undertaken this
colossal production
and carried
it through Jn such splendid fash
ion; to J. Gordon Edwards, the director, and to all who have had
any part In the great work.

m
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Nifty Spring Suits in Sport Mo'dels and ottier new.
effects at unbelieyeable prices

$28.50 to $35.00.

Hats and caps of the better kind a'dd the finishing
touch to your spring outfit,

i;,.

Ours Is the Store of Service.

Bill
UU

as

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers."

finnu

btarsovma t&XJl
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Real Shirts, athletic underwear, spring oxfords, everything you need now awaits you.

CATARRH
of the
BLADDER
EachCannule

St.

Zip pare

al

(By The Amoclated FrcH.)

Suits $25 to

New war tactics are suggested by
a Chinese general, who
advocates
sending In the van a "division" of
children, who with bitter tears
would point out that war would
render them destitute orphans.

FIVE

E

GROCE-TOT-

9

trying out his new uniform and glove.

away with a hard left hook to the
chin.
Round Eleven.
Shade kept the champion going
as
away, following an effective
sault to the body. Brltton ap
peared tlrea. in an attempt to
knock each other out they missed
both
many
swing- punches,
wildly.
Round Twelve.
Shade landed a hard left on the
champion's Jaw. Brltton sent two
rights to the law in return. They
exchanged lefts to the head. Brltton hooked the challenger with a
sharp left to the Jaw. Shade continued to be the aggressor,
but
Britton's blows in defense were
more effective than those he had
received.
Round Thirteen.
Shade started chasing Brltton
around the ring and as tho cham
pion backed away he sent hard
lights and lefts to Shade's head
and body. Brltton staggered Shade
with right hooks on tho Jaw. Brit.
ton sent two staggering rights to
the Jaw at the bell.
Hound Fourteen.
Brltton clipped Shade's Jaw with
a right hook, shade swung In an
effort to land an effective
blow.
Brltton swung lefts and rights to
the head.
Ronnd Fifteen.
They exchanged straight lefts to
tho nose. Brltton sent a right to
the head. They exchanged lefts to
the Jaw. Kritton sent a right to
the Jaw. Shade clipped the champion on the Jaw with a right. Brltton sent a right to tho Jaw at. the
bell.
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EL PASO

Boys Lose to El Paso While
Girls Triumph Over Op-

ff

BUI Killifer
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READY TO MEET
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Rosenwald's

(By The A..clapd Trent.)
?ew York, Feb, 17. Joseph E.
Schwab, brother ef Charles M.
Schwab, and one of the original
Carnegie partners, died here today
at the age of 67 years.

nuiiirnnTr

DUKE CITY HIG

When the players begin trying
on their "monkey suits" and oiling; up the old or new glove it's
gcttinj? near training camp season. Here we hava 13111 Killifer
all dolled up in his uniform from
the new outfits purchased for the
Cubs. The Cub manager is ready
to join his crew at Santa Cata-lin- a
liland, Cal., and start the
ball arollinpr. One of Killifer's
innovations this year is the construction of eight pitching
mounds at the training camp to
conform with the battery box at
the Cubs' park.

BROTHER OF SCHWAB
DEAD AT NEW YORK

F7km

t

I

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

February 18, 1922.

Face Fiv0
union. Some success was met In
field by adminisjthe transportation was
tration circles, it
pointed out,
tinco tne four brotherhoods, speaking for men employed in the train
service entered into regional conferences with rallread managers on
questions of wages and working
In the coal Industry,
conditions.
!
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Daily Magazine Page
eeial Calendar

BEAUTV GHATS

EFFICIENT HeeSEIiEEPSia

By Edna Kent Forbes.

at

Alva- -

write that a great deal can be done rado at 12:30 p. m.
THE rnoi'iLE.
Mrs. David Welllor will enterto make the profile seem prettier
tain her bridge club at 2:30 p. m.
Tha most discouraging
letters than it really is.
Mrs.
Siegfried Kahn at homo 4
The woman with a poor profile to 6
that I receive are from women who must
p. m.
bo particularly careful of her
are dissatisfied with their profiles.
dance at Masonic temcomplexion, which should be flaw-los- s, pleDoMolay
at 8:30 p. m.
Nothing, they thinlf, can be done to
and of her hair, which Bhould
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Nordhaus give
improve the side face. There Is the be perfectly dressed. In fact she dance at 8:30 Max
p. m.
bad chin and the bad nose, the can dress her hair no as to make an
ingrowing chin an attractive part of
ner race! The usual way to do SMOCKED FROCK IS
this is to fluff the hair softly
around the face and then to draw
ALWAYS POPULAR
it into a very high knot at the back.
FOR YOUNGSTERS
A little experimenting
will show
I each woman the very best way for
f Xx
to
her
do this.
Curiously enough the shape of
the eyebrows and the length of the
eyelashes have a great deal to do
with attractiveness of profile.
If
the eyebrows are kept well shaped
by brushing them constantly and
by pulling out all superfluous hairs
lit will help immensely. It the eye
lasnes are treated wun tne proper
it
sort of creams and ointments so
they will grow long and thick, this,
i
too, will aid the appearance of the
..
..
side face.
If the cheeks are pink and round
with health they, too, will help to
make the side view of the face at

;V;' Tak

si

55
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tractive,
H. W. L. A boy, 16 years of age,
who is underweight and has no ap
petite, requires something to build
him up. Bince this boy goes to
work every day and Is also being
taxed for growth he could not keep
up his presont good health taking
'
d
as much food
- J only about
as he should and with his present
weight of 102 pounds.
G. T. I shall be glad to mail you
the formula for the eyelashes if
you sond me a stamped addressed
envelope.
Mrs. II. C. Your skin Is probably
too dry which
accounts for the
chapping each time after you wash
it. If you use a cream sometimes
to cleanse the ekin and omit the
Tlio sldo face shows cluiracter.
the
water, or cream
following
water, you will not have this trou
forehead that slopes too much, and ble.
what can bo done to change them?
Teggy. With hair as oily as
Of course the answer always is
yours, the lemon Juice and baking
nothing at all. But to balance this soda will be all right to use in the
discouraging statement I alway last rinse after the shampoo.

y

one-thir-
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GEHERAT
By JANE PHELPS
A

WEDDIXG

THAT
ENVY.

Chapter

CREATED

95.

with Joan
Margaret remained
until the afternoon shadows closed
in, and then left, peaceful if not
gay
hapy. She left Joan in a had
mood. Some of her friends
Marnever
could
dropped in, and
Kirct recnll the tlmo
when her
daughter had showed such prldo in
her as whfn she told them of her
help, that she corrected her ar- tirles.
..
Anna 4Via
"MiimaU
... k.inrjir? unci,
IUIv,T Ul UUtfVl
mo, the part I hate," she told Martha Hardy.
"I wouldn't do It, Mrs. Hayden!
She'a Just lazy. Make her do it
n-

JT

herself."
"What are mothers for, Martha,
If not to help?" Margaret asked,
and Joan stopped what she was doing long enough to give her a hug.
That embrace was with Margaret
as she sat in the taxi on her way
home. The bright young face
framed in its golden curls was be-fher. The happiness that shone
In her eyes brought a little satisfaction to her own ns she whispered:
"I did right. The little darling!",
But at home other thoughts In- -'
truded, and obtruded the right
she had to happiness, her determination to express herself as she
longed to do, her love for Craig
Forrester.

"Yes. Mumflie. When ,' I havo
made a start and something of a
name. Then we will travel, and I
will write of what we see. It will
ranks travel doubly interesting."
It was typical of Joan that she
seldom asked another's opinion,
even her mother's. Most girls
would have said, "don't you think
so?" occasionally, if not a ways.
Joan never formed that sentence.
She made a statement. If Margaret disagreed she did not do so
because she was asked to express
an opinion; it was from her own
volition.
It was not that Joan
But having almeant anything.
ways thought for herself, she continued to do so regardless of anyone.
Ted Walters had come home for
his mother's wedding. Joan met
him in the same good comrade
snirit she always had shown. Tho
hope Margaret had felt when she
saw a tear in Joan's eyes after he
left from his vacation visit, was almost dispelled.
"She doesn't love htm," the
mother eald to herself, knowing
now what love meant.
The wedding was a quiet one.
Only a few friends and the relatives, "also few" as Ted jokingly
remarked, were present. Margaret
had bought Joan a new frock which
she quietly accepted a bit of Margaret's surprise until she heard her
tell Ted, who had complimented

to go her:
"Mumsle gave It to me. I didn t
want it but I was horrid to her a
little while ago, and I thought perhaps she would feel badly if I refused to wear it."
"I've heard of this schema of
son.
yours, this independent racket,"
It was only a passing thought. Ted eald boyishly. "What's the
Margaret never had been so happy answer?"
as in her pretty apartment with
"Why, I wanted to convince mythe friends who made much other, self that I was good for something
and some of them she learned to beside spending the money my
love. And she knew Joan never father earned. I saw hundreds of
could go hack. Her temperament, girls supporting themselves well or
her diversity of Interests, her long- badly, and I determined to try. Now
ing for recognition would keep her I wouldn't go back to the old way
here. And where Joan was, there of living for anything! I Just adore
was her home, too.
my work, and when the editors
"We must travel." she had said think it worth buying, I am bo
to Joan.
proud that really I almostto burst.
spend
Then, too. It is such fun
money you have earned. Not that
I over had to give an account of
what I spent, not since I have been
old enough to be trusted. But it's
different knowing you have earned it, you plan and keep account
and worry if your pooKKeepmB
- :
j doesn't come out right, and oh, in
:
b. lot or ways tne earning rausesnu
much difference."
"What a queer girl you are, Joan.
your
And you haven't changed
mind about me? Remember, I told
you I'd take poison if you tired of
me."
"No, Ted, I haven't changed my
When raw cold winds blow mind."
Almost she was tempted

bark to the country, to once more
take up the homely duties of her
Bhe
old life. Then she realized
could not. Joan was here. Here
phe would, she must remain because of Joan if for no other rea-

maim-

DRINK

Baker's
Cocoa

It

imparts a cheering
warmth, valuable nutrition
and has a most

delicious fla-

a.

pm.

.

vor. The very
odorof a steaming cup is appetizing and

attractive. It is absolutely pure and of high grade.
MADE

ONLY BY

F. E. W. SCHOOL BOARD
DELAYS PURCHASE OF
SANTA FE PROPERTY
selection was made
of available pieces of property in
Santa Fe and an offer tendered the
owner, the purchase of a permanent home for the Francos E. Wil-lar- d
school for girls was not effected at a meeting of the board
It
of director here on Thursday.
la expected that the purchase will
be completed in a few days.
Gov. B. F. Pankcy of the business advisory committee of the W.
C. T. U. school, was In the city to
confer with the directors of possible home for the Institution. He
had quotations on the price of
three pieces of property In Santa
Fe, any one of which would be
suitable and immediately open for
The opening of the
occupancy.
school will be delayed a week or
so on account of the delay In business negotiations.
Although

a

TOnACCO DIVIDEND PASSKD.
New York, Feb. 17. Directors of
American-Sumatr- a
the
.Tobacco
company voted today to pass the
'semi-annuof
dividend
regular
3
per cent on the corporation's
preferred stock.
al

WALTER BAKER & CO,, LTD.
Eitabliahed OTSo
MASSACHUSETTS
Bookltt at Choio
Kacipat km fret

DORCHESTER,

If straightened out, an ounce of
web would extend 354
'

splder'g
miles,

E,

By liAtTRA A. KIRKMA.V.
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TWO SALMON SUPPERS.
The following supper menus
would be equally appropriate for
luncheons:
Fried Salmon Croquettes
Quick Biscuit
Stewed Prunes
Cocoa
Grandma's "Cream Cakes"
Fried Salmon Croquettes: Pirk
d
can of salmon
over a
and add to it 1 beaten egg and 2
Mako this mixcrushed crackers.
ture Into small cakes then beat
an extra egg (for dipping) and
roll an extra cracker, pip the little salmon cakes first in the raw
eze. then In the rolled cracker.
and fry in half butter and half
lard.
Grandma's Cream Cakes: Boil
together 1 cup of hot water and
1 cup of butter and while boiling
stir in 1 cup of dry flonr; stir
rapidly until the Ingredients are
a smooth paste. Take from the
range and let cool; when millt
warm stir Into it 3 unbeaten eggs
and beat until once more a
smooth paste. Now butler a large
on
pan, heat It, drop the mixturebatof
it, allowing 1 tablespoon
ter to a cake. This batter makes
ten cakes. Bake 25 minutes in a
hot oven as rapidly as possible
without burning the cakes. When
Anna mniiA o small crack In the
side 'of each cake and put in the
fnllnwlnir filllne
Cream for Filling: Beat together 1 egg,
cup of sugar and 1
tablespoon of flour. Stir this mix1
ture into
pint of hot milk, and
flavor to taste.
Escalloped Salmon
Corn Muffins
Preserve
Tea
Chocolate Gingerbread
2

ft

5 1
By EMWSR.
White organdie is always fashionable for the very young miss and it
is nlways made up in a variety of
attractive styles. The Easter frock
is sure to be white organdie tills
year because Easter comes so late.
This simple little frock is a charm
ing stylo for the Miss Under-SeveIt is a full model smocked in dain
ty pastel shades at the neck. An
embroidered motif trims the front
panel of tho frock and tiny little
puff sleeves are the finishing touch.
rno nuge black hat with us gor
geous streamers is another juvenile
style which has been approved by
stylists. This model Is made of a
lovely soft black Milan straw and
the streamers which hang below
the skirt hem are also black. It is
the type of hat which may bo worn
early and late in tho season and
with any kind or color of frock.

BUTH
GIRLBRINGSHER

10 MOTHER

After spending nn entire day
with tho station officials and police
Elias Taper, who
force.
arrived hero from Montrose, Colo..
Thursday night accompanied only
by a tag with her name and "Albuquerque, N. M." on It, was delivered
yesterday afternoon to her mother,
Mrs. Rosita Mora of Martineztown.
Tho child was placed on a train
at Montrose, Colo,, by her father,
who told her that her mother would
meet her when she arrived In Albuquerque. A railroad ticket, some
lunch and a tag with the child's
name and her destination were the
only equipment provided for the
Journey.
Upon arrival here, however, she
found no one waiting for her. and
the conductor of tmtn No. 9 turned
her over to Ed Sinclair, station
master. Station officials could not
induco the frightened child to talk
except to say that her mother
lived "in a brick house beside a little store," and that she also had an
aunt living here but didn't know
her name.
When the child remained

st a late hour last night

she was taken to the police station
for safe keeping, and yesterday
morning the search wag renewed.
By this time the child had recover- ed from her frieht and waa able to
give the officials a more lucid
imoih u.oi
waa iuurti, wiu
ner moiner s namei'""5
with this aid the police were able
to find the owner in Martineztown.
ac-a-

NOTICE TO WOMEN
ALBUQUERQUE.

OF

We have Just unloaded car of
high grade Polar pure white triple
coated enamelware, also blue ana
white triple coat enamelware.
We know from experience the
low grade enamelwara Is not what
the people want, especially those
that take time to investigate the
small differences In prices.
We now sell this high grade
enamelware at pre-wprices and
have a very largo assortment. This
Is your chance now to supply yout
kitchen with the needed enamelware of high quality at very low
prices. See this new stock today.
.T. KORBER
& CO.
0
North Second Street.
ar

208-22-

GREEK LETTER WOMEN
HAVE LUNCHEON TODAY
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SPECIAL TODAY
CARIES

,i'

1-
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Candy Shop

i

110 South

CABINET

pound.

,35c

:.

.20c

md

.30c

Si

2

FREIGHT RATES

8

j

AiClClTj

Kahn's Grocery Bulletin

R RMEMBER

Yoall Always

V'hat decisions, if any wjio reached
was not announced.
For several weeks departments
of the government have been occupied with the problems presented
1 : a
possible break between the coal
mine operators aim tne miners "ii
April 1, and with the interstate
commerce commission Investigation
of the whole question of freight
rates.
Secretary ITonver, appearing before the commission ten days ago,
urged that tho first possiblo reduction bo made on ccal rates.
The relationship between tho coal
situation and transportation has
tempts of tho mi. j workers' union
tempts of thu mine workers' union
to bring about an association with
the railway unions to resbl what
they have "termed attempts to re duce wages in both industries. Leghas also been
islativo attention
drawn to tho situation resulting in
proposals fur tho setting up of a
government arbitration bo.ird to
niediato when tliero aro disputes
In tho coal industry.
I'resldent Harding some weeks
ago authorized .Secretary Hoover to
bring about a meeting between the
heads of the railroad unions and
he railroad executives and later
with a similar object, the
coal operators and coal miners'

Fortnightly Club Hears Excellent Paper on Activities
of Women in the Musical
World.
women
Among the seventy-fiv- e
composers who have maae tneir
name in music, a great majority
made their debut at tho age of six.
seven or eight. This coincidence
in the life of many women musicians was pointed out in a paper
on "Women in Music" read recently before the Fortnightly Mu
sic club by Mrs. Inez Westlake.
Many women had a struggle
with the strong prejudice of their
families against a professional life
for women. The Mendelssohn fam
ily was responsible for Fanny Men
delssohn's comparative obscurity.
considered
Her genius is
by
some
authorities secona
oniy
to her brother's.
Febx himself was onco obliged to contest! to Queen Victoria that a composition she had praised had been
written by his sister.
The wife of Kobert Schuman
ably assisted him in his composition work after an injury to his
hand. The daughter of his master,
she was an accomplished pianist
and composed, writing and playing
most of his songs for him. Madhonored
ame Cccile Chaminade,
by the French government for her
talent is well known to the public
through her piano compositions.
Terresa Cerrano, a great beauty
aa wen as talented musician, re- -

Not A liiemish"
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You will
Escalloped Salmon:
need 1
cups of canned salmon and 2 cups of bread crumbs.
Only one man In three is perPut a layer of the fish on the
fectly healthy.
bottom of a baking dish, seasoning with salt and popper; add a
layer of bread crumbs, then another of the fhh
alternating
these two layers till the ingredients are used up. Then moisten
all with 2 cup of sweet milk,
dot with butter, and cover; bake
15 minutes in a hot oven, remove
cover, and brown. Serve hot.
"
"ii
$ "
, t
Chocolate Gingerbread: Mix toat the
gether 1 cup of molasses,
cup
of sour milk, 1 teaspoon ground
1
ginger,
teaspoon ground cinnamon,
teaspoon salt. 1 teaspoon
soda dissolved In 1 teaspoon cold
Miss T. McCaddcn.
water, 2 tablespoons melted but2
ter,
cups bread flour sifted, and
Miss T. McCadden was elected
2 ounces
of unsweetened
chocoof the annual ice carnival in
late melted with 1 extra table- queen
Mixed Cream Chocolates,
Can., this month, receiving
Ottawa,
spoon of butter. Stir well and 470,000 votes.
Klondyke Candies, pound
turn into muffin pans. Bake 20
minutes In a moderate oven.
Mixed Candies, pound...,.
Or try this unusual gingerbread
recipe:
TALKS
f
Fairy Gingerbread: Cream 2
cup of butter, add 1 cup of light
brown Rugar gradually, then add
cup of sweet milk slowly. Sift
together not quite two full cups
(about 1
cups) of bread flour
and 2 teaspoons of ground ginger
and combine the two mixtures.
Spread this batter very thinly,
with a broad Unifo, on a buttered
Inverted dripping pan (that is,
on the bottom of the pan) and
bake about 0 minutes In a modBetween Coal
erate oven, turning the pan if Relationship
necessary, during baking, so that
and
Situation
Transporall parts may be evenly baked.
Cut in Miuares before removing
Costs
Emphasized;
tation
from pan.
No Decision Announced.

BEGINS EAHLY
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Peggy Shaw with her last

KEEP LOOKING
doll.

Peggy Shaw is a rather new name
in movleland and it is quite possible
that she may be only eighteen as
her press agent states. She is shown
here with what Is supposed to be
her last doll which was given to her
on her eighteenth birthday recently,
which day also marked the completion of her first hi;r picture. Her
mother presented her with this
huge walking and talking doll and
told her it would be tlio last toy
she would receive from her family.
Polls of all kinds have always been
Peggy's hobby and there must be
a lot of little girls who wish their
hobby for dolls would bring them
one like this.
Miss Shaw is now a
leading woman, her newest picture
being "A Stage Romance," in which
she supports William Farnum.
Previous to her screen appearance
she was with the Zlegfeld Follies.
How quaint her Bisters in the
chorus must have thought her when
thev discovered her penchant for
dolls.

States for many years.
H." H. A. Beach was an unusualAt
ly precocious child musician.
one year of age she could sing 40
songs and at seven played Chopin,
Beethoven and her own compositions in public. She has made
somo remarkable records of bird
songs, particularly the rare song
of tho California lark. Carrie Jacobs Bond, an American composer,
is popular for the simple appeal of
her songs.
Among tho artists women, Olga
Samnroff of San Antonio, a concert
pianist, has been active in musical
education work. She Is the wife
of the conductor of the Philadelphia Symphony orchestra. Maude
Powell is acknowledged one of the
greatest American violinists. Jennie Lind, who lived too long ago
NOTICE, DAIRYMEN!
for her glorious voice to be prewill
served by the phonograph,
Have Just unloaded car of milk
never bo forgotten.
Women sing- cans and
carrying cans. Large asers at present enjoying interna- sortment
at new low prices.
tional success are Mary Garden
J. KORBER & CO.
Geraldlne Farrar.
Ants are credited with an inPI KAPPAS WIN FROM
stinctive knowledge of the general
weather for a whole season. When
SIGMA CHI AND TAKE
they are observed in the summer
LEAD IN TOURNAMENT enlarging and strengthening their
dwellings, it is said to be a sign of
an early and cold winter.
Playing a remarkably fast and
scientific gamo, the Pi Kappa AlJournal Want Ads bring results
pha basketball team
yesterday
afternoon defeated the Sigma Chi
team by the score of IS to 8 in tho
tournauniversity
ment.
The game was one of the most
Interesting yet played in the Inter-frtournament, putting the P. K.
A.'s one game ahead in the race
which the two fraternities have
been staging for the school championship. White and Dow starred
for the winning team, playing the
5oolhinq and Hefclinq
forward positions brilliantly.
In the second game of the afternoon, the Alpha Deltas defeated the
Independents by the score of 30 to
6.
Bryan, playing forward for the
winners, was the star of the afternoon, while Horgan for the Independents played a fast and clever
game.
inter-fraternl-

at

Revision of the constitution of LITERARY SOCIETY
asthe Albuquerque
AT U. N. M. ELECTS
sociation will be the principal bus
iness following the luncheon of its
OFFICERS FOR YEAR
members at the Alvarado at noon
Mary K. Sands was elected presitoday. A committee appointed to
draft revisions will report at this dent of thp Lowell Literary society
of the university at a meeting held
time.
All members of nations! Greek Thursday afternoon.
The other officers elected at the
letter sorotMtles are welcomed at
Reluncheons.
the
meeting were Kenneth Wilkensen,
servations may be made as late as vice president; Margaret Gusdorf,
9 o clock this morning by telephon
secretary,, and George Bryan treasing the president. Mrs. George An- - urer.
.Luncheon will
aermsn, at 1988-The club, which has Just been
bo served in Taft hall at 12:30 reorganized,
plans to give a numo'clock.
ber of literary programs before the
end of the semester, and will also
Let's Imvo a "Dip" Thomas' probably stage several debates between members oj the society,
Cremq Dips, 10c, Drug stores,
le
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however, the efforts were futile, it
was declared.
In
Attorney General Tlaughertywith,
the conditions
discussing
which the government is concerned,
it was indicated today, has stated
that he does not consider new legto meet any
islation necessary
urgency which may develop.

(By The Ao,'lii(etl
FORMER FOLLIES
Washington. Feb. 17. The cabiGIRL HAS DOLLS
net meeting today, it was snid at tin;
White House, w:is devoted to a disAS CHILD HOBBY cussion
of the coal situation with
to tho question of
reference
the
cheaper transportation and also
agitation for lower freight rates.
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QUEEN OF OTTAWA
WINTER CAKNIVAE

Improves bad

Complexions

Try it

Dorttletapoorsltin
bar you from society

when the simple use
of ResinolSoap and
Ointment is sure to
relieve the condition
A standard skin treatment

HBW

If You Know Dr.
Edwards' Olive Tablets

It's Easy

The secret of keeping young is to feel

young to do this you must watch your
,iver and bowels there's no need of
naving a sallow complexion dark rings

under your eyes pimples a bilious
ook in your face dull eyes with no
sparkle. Your doctor will tell you ninety
per cent of all sickness comes from
inactive bowels and liver.
Dr. Edwards, a
physician
in Ohio, perfected a vegetable comact
on tl.?
oil
to
pound mixed with olive
liver and bowels, which he gave to his
patients for years.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, the substitute for calomel, are gentle in theit
action yet always effective. They brine
about that natural buoyancy hich ai
should enjoy by toning up the liver anc
clearing the system of impurities.
Dr.Edwards'OliveTablets are known
y their olive color. 15c and 30c
n

Oo

Mkr

at

K AHN'S
SELF-SERM-

GKGCETEEUA

Q

109 North First Street

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

Phone 353

Today (SATURDAY) is Crystal White Day. We
will sell 18 large bars of Crystal White aoap and
3 bars of Creme Oil Soap

,00

V

for

25c
Wisconsin, Extra Sifted Peas, each can...
No.
each
Little
Fort Sweet
Champion Peas,
. . .,33c
2 can
Fort Sweet Garden Peas, each No. 2 can. ...,28c
Curtice Erothers Blue Label Peas,
each No. 1 can
FANCY COLORADO SPUDS!
9 pounds for

15c
25c

....

Kuner's Prepared Mustard, each glass....
Sc
BUTTER! Estancia Creamery.
each pound
Lee & Perrins' Worcestershire Sauce, each
....64c
large bottle
Lee & Perrins' Worcestershire Xiuee, each

35c

small bottle
....37c
Skooktim Apple Butter, each can
...,15c
Kuner's Sweet Pickles, each glass
20c
Van
SPECIAL!
Tomato
EXTRA
Camp's
,
Soups, each can
Pet Erand, Red Cross and Libby's Milk!
Saturday Special! Each tall can
Del Monte Erand Blackberries, each No. 2 can 36c
31c
Glass Jar Peaches, each No. 2Vo can
We have just received a shipment cf Frer.ch Salad
This is a strictly high grade dressing
Dressing.
that regularly sells for 40c, but we are offering this
delicious Dressing for this Saturday only at
Qfifj
the price per glass of large size for
Keep in mind that we have the National
s
and Confections, also the
products
and always have fresh shipments.

8c
10c

OUl

Eis-cui- ts

Loose-Wile-

rin.lITr!r?&

v

We
Sell

Th. Highest Grade M.cronl

lip

$985

JUST RECEIVED THE NEW RAMBLER TWO
PIECE, ALL WOOL JERSEY DRESS, THE NOVEL
Shirred Bottom Blouse; also the
all colors, all sizes

three-piec- e

Suit,

New Pumps, Oxfords and Ties
at v a

Til e Ladies'

$8.85
$1.98

Specialty

The Exclusive Ladies', Misses' and Children's

Ready-to-We-

ar

518 WEST CENTRAL AVE.
The Last Store on Main Street The Store That Sells for Less.

UP
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water on the hands of the clock. lish wool quotations as follows:
beef steers. $9.00;
bulk, $7.uu'b
FOR SALE OR TRADE
I'll tell you next about Uncle
cows and heifers.
Intimations are now and then heard of hostility
Wisconsin, Missouri and average 8.00; bulk fat
canners
the
nnd cutters
and
bear.
$4.25(3)5.75;
Wiggily
good
New England half blood, 3S39c;
to the commission form of government under the
improved, in Ozarks, near Willow
blood, 373Sc; quar- mostly $2.853.65; bulk bologna Springs,
VITAL ENGINEERING.
direct control of a manager. The Journal wishes
Missouri, for 1 burban, near
hulls, $3.75 4.00; fat bulla largely
ter blood, 36fi)37c.
Write Leon Sperling, Dodsen,
veal
calves
on
In
to be
$4.35(3)4.75;
mostly Missouri.
record as completely
s
harmony with
Scoured basis:
(From the New York Times.)
$10.00010.75 to lackers.
18 months, $1.05
Fine
Texas
basic principles Involved in the present form of
i
Book
The secretary of labor, Mr. Davis, went to a
Litt,e Benny's Note
FOR SALE Real Estate
Hogs Receipts 32,000. Market
1.10; fine 8 months, 90(395c.
city government In Albuquerque. Wo regard It as a sanitarium because, he says, he does not want to
Delaine. Jl.05ff91.I0: fairly active, steady to 10c lower FOK KALE Fine corner
Pulled
be sick. Once a year he takes a physical invenlot, reasonable.
'
than
big advance over the old aldermanlc form.
average.
I'
Top.
1111
-'
Thursdays
AA, 9.rcH$1.00; A supers. 8O(f890c.
Phone 18S2-J- .
aver
i-- ta
We are doubtful whether there is any consid- tory with the help of his doctor, and strikes a
'W ill
Mohair Best combing, 29 32c; $10.40 on 1(!0 to
I was going down town with
FOR
60
foot
lot on East
SALE
Fine
balance sheet of his powers for the next year. It M
, .i
ages; bulk, $9.8010.25; pigslOcto
,
i
ma Sattiday aftirnoon, and wo best carding. 22 25c,
,i
erable number of people in this city who would might
8llver at reduced price. 3. A. HamWOKS ttirOUSfh
be prudent for workers generally to do
15o higher; bulk desirable 100 to mond,
ICO was wawking to the trolley car
834 East Rilver.
advocate a return to the old method of running the
$9.25(3)9.40.
and Puds Simkinses mother Mrs. CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
I have them Simkins went past saying, How
some turnovers.
city. Such an issue Is certain not to arise In the ule fixed by a physician.
Sheep Receipts 9,000. Market MATTRESS RENOVATING
me
to strong. Choice JIAITIili.-r- KLNUVA'l
a
lime
in
snori
a
ago
American
decidbasket
to
Bteady
Sellers
17.
generally
s
election.
packed
Engineering
Feb.
Mrs.
do
ready
you do,
Potts, my
Chicago,
approaching
i
lN(i. (3.50 and up.
discussed ail sorts of waste in production, carry over."
but arent you getting edly outnumbered buyers in the fat lambs to packers, $15.50; best Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furPolitics were the bane of the old aldermanlc council
with a view to its prevention.
Yet it had nothing! "Well, you can come for a little plump.
tokinds around niture packing. Phooe 471. Ervin Bedheld
medium
time
most
of
higher:
the
wheat
market
form of government.
Politics kept it extravagant, to say about the unnecessary, almost winked wncto const on our sleds " Rniii .'..Ho
Meenlng fat, and we kepp on day, lessened general confidence in $14.75; fall nhorn Texas yearlings ding ComoenT
inefficient and corrupt. We are glad that this city of human vitality by neglect. Men cannot by
slippery slide hill is on your wawking, ma saying, Wat
higher prices being apparent. The and twos. $11.75; choice
a
co
auu
LOST AND FOUND
desirable
cuDii
shorn ewes, $7.00;
ins wiuuBiii
meir stature, but
to
way to uranapa Gooseys."
is beyond a return to such a system.
that woman hasent got the market closed heavy,
can add years to their lives, to say nothing of they.
Is
I
liv- - j
lambs $13.75.
it?
know
(TrOLKN
didn't
"Oh,
to
LOST OR
sents she was born with and net lower, with May $1.37
shearing
that,"
In pressing the new system, however, we must ing and working more comfortably, that is to
Llght'dcow,
branded on left hip J. A. P.. from past"Then I'll never had, plump, wy she dont $1.37
to
say 'said Uncle Wiggily.
and
$1.20
July
$1.20.
not feel that we have a cure-al- l
automore
ure on North Broadway; reward If
which will
In fact, they are doing so. The come. But don't make too much know wat she's tawking about, I Com finished
Denver Llvrstork
efficiently.
c to lc to
J. S.
609 North Edith,
c to
Denver, Feb. 17. Cattle Re- or phonoto 990-In
matically run Itself. No government will do that. insurance companies have prepared mortality sta- -' noise, or laugh too much!" he allways stay ixackly tho same down nnd oats off
policy holders who follow Secretary told the doggie boys, for they weight.
I never did like that provisions the outcome was 10c to ceipts 725. Beef steers. $6.00)
Our present system lends Itself to good government; tistics among
course. Among mose of impaired vitality were barking Joyfully as the Mrs. Simkins enyway.
cows and heifers, $5.60(ffJ
7.25;
20c advance.
TYPEWRITERS
It will not supply it without supervision from the jjaviss
me aeain rate was round to be only
S2 per cent .bunny came out with a covered
Almost as goon as the wheat 7.00; calves, $6.50 7.00; bulls, TVPKWltlT EKS All makes overhauled!
Maybe you Jest look as If you
of
tabular
The
albasket.
expectation.
Insurance tables
"There's no need of
people.
$2,50 0)3.50; stockcrs and feeders,
was
showed
a
sed.
I
market
ma,
getting
plump,
prices
opened
and
Ribbons for every marepaired.
nobody over 96 years of life. The traditional ting Nurse Jane know I'm going
The great potential defect of our present system
Downturns $5.00(8)7.10.
No, I dont even look that way. tendency to decline.
chine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
is 70. The expectation at birth is 61 coasting she would only think thats
Market
longevity
600.
dis
121 South Fourth.
Receipts
how
Hogs
a
in
mutch you know, sed
is that class government is likely to take the place years. On the average,
foreign quotations had
phone
vigorous health lasts only me silly," explained Mr. Long- - nia.
both on owners of weak, 10c lower. Top, $9.85; bulk,
turbing effect would-bmade vacant by political government. To a degree ten yoars after maturity at about 20. Tho death
cars.
e
Wich prltty soon Skinny Mar- wheat and on
purchasers. $9.40 9.70.
It has done so In Albuquerque.
"All right we'll be quiet!" said tins mother,
This Is deplorable, rate at 40 is almost three times that at 20. Here
Market Imitation coal, as good as the real
Bheep
Mrs. Martin went It soon became evident that yesterReceipts 4.100.
is irnpnea warning ana counsel.
So
Jackie
and
Peetie.
with
Uncle
Mrs."
In
of
to realize 25c higher. Lambs, $13.50 14.25 ; article at half its cost, Is the latest
the
class
how
control.
efforts
Potts,
saying, Wy,
day's persistent
regardless
The National Industrial Conference reports, aft- Wiggily they went softly through past
on holdings were being continued ewes, $6.75 7.25; feeder lambs, production claimed by a German
thin youre getting, reely.
If care is not shown and thought given to the er an inspection of thirty-fou- r
Industrial plants, the snow away from the hollow
chemist.
O, have you noticed it? sed by numerous dealers.
In some $13.0013.60.
matter our last condition may be worse than our that physical examinations increase efficiency,
dethe
stump
bungalow,
doggies ma.
quarters the desire was manifest to
crease accidents, reduce absences from work, lower pulling their
first.
sleds, and the rabbit
And we kepp on wawking, ma let go of May contracts and to take
turnover, eliminate contagious diseases gentleman carrying the basket of saying, Now theres a woman of
"Business" predominates in our present commis- industrial
Instead because of unfavorlike tuberculosis, and fit the workers better to carrot
turnovers for Grandpa some intelligent, theres a wom- July
able weather and crop reports
Press dispatches tell us that in Clovls a their Jobs. The New York health
sion.
exGoosey.
department
an with eyes in her hed.
from the southwest.
"labor" ticket won under the new charter. We do amines its staff of mora than 8,000 employes, and
"Here's the nifty glide!" barked
Wy, ma? I sed, was she rite
High winds and dust storms In
not know whether
this report means that the treats isthe disabilities which are discovered. The Jackie, as they stopped on top of about you getting thin?
Kansas led to a vigorous rally In
result
much
Is traced to physical a hill that led down to a brook,
slackness
that
Certeny she was rite, sed ma, prices of wheat in the middle of
unions have taken charge of that city or merely causes,
In 1921 Insurance
now frozen over.
and I sed, Well how can she be the session, but the effect on the
reported which was
that the ticket which they supported was successful. 153.000 fewer deaths in the companies
United States and
"Oh, this is an otter slide!" ex- rite, ma? How can you be get- market failed to last and the closUncle Wiggily.
Here lies the danger. A city belongs to all the Canada than In 1920. Their medical officers' in- claimed
"You ting thinner if you allways stay ing was about the day's lowest level
We will buy Baker Steam Motor Car and Manufacterpretation is that the figures may "Indicate the should see this in summer!"
the game weight?
with May down more than 6 cents
people and should be managed by representatives dawn
of a material lengthening of the span of
Co. stock at 314
an
otter
"What's
slide?"
share or sell at 414c, subasked
of
turing
the
I
game weight compared with the top figures
allways stay
of all the people, for all the people. "Business" human life," for 1921 wag "the healthiest ever ex- Jackie.
aa far as getting stouter is con- yesterday.
to confirmation.
Taken as a whole the
or write.
Wire
ject
should not control to the harm of any. "Labor" perienced."
Yet the insurance companies report
a
"It's
steep, slippery place for cerned, ged ma.
volume of business was considershould not attempt to do what it objects to "busi- an Increase of 15 per cent in mortality due to otters, which are animals like
How do you meen, ma? I ged, ably reduced from the big total
motor car accidents, and predict that in the com- minks, weasels or ferrets,
ness" doing.
except and ghe sed, Thatg enuff ques- that has been the rule of late.
ing year 10,000 lives will thus bo lost, nt an In- that they live a great deal
with
of tions for one aftirnoon.
Corn and oats declined
The Journal Is anxious to see a plan carefully surance cost of $51,000,000.
All these topics ought their time in water." explained
120
Second St.
Proving she proberly dldent wheat and as a result of reports
Pueblo, Colo.
worked out this spring In Albuquerque so that the to bo studied as never before.
Uncle Wiggily. "Otters are very know
how she ment.
that the Interstate Commerce Corn- new city commesslon will bo thoroughly representative of all the people. Suggestions looking to that
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 192X by Ocow Matthew AdamsTrade Mark Ketfsterecl tJ.
Patent Office)
end are in order.
By Gene Byrnei

Albuquerque Mornikg Journal
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CHANGE IN PURPOSE.

What New Mexico must have is a change of
objective among men and women who aspire to
office or to a place ut responsibility in political
It Is the habit in this Btate, based
organizations.
upon years of precedent, to seek political preferment for what tho aspirant can get out of it for
himself.
The public mind has grown so accustomed to
this situation that it expects nothing else. It has
ceased to be influenced by a hope of electing a real
servant of the people and decides by mere caprice,
how it will vote. Voters decide whether they "like"
a candidate personally and cast their ballots accordingly or else follow their party inclinations without
any other consideration.
Should political manipulators use tho party
shibboleth to line up the people? The man or
woman who is "Irregular" or Independent Is made
to feel the cold stare of party disapproval.
It
to appear that "voting her straight" is the
only sensible and manly course.
With great questions of legislation or administration at stake, tho attention ef the public ja lis- -
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February 18, 1922,
KOLUMN

KINGSBURY'S

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Copyright,

I'OIRTII WARD.
This house Is built of adobe
and has 6 rooms very conven
iently arranged, with plenty of
closets and built-i- n
features.
Oak floors throughout. Beau
furnace
and
tiful
fireplace
A
heat.
Also adobe garage.
very good value. Owner might
take a good corner lot as part
payment. Let's show it to you
Severn

I

FOR RENT
furnished and unfur-

nished houses. We will be glad
to show you.
D,

modern, hardwoo!
floor, fireplace,
fine location on
furnace, garage,
paved itreet; Fourth ward.

nXISCD,
Insurnnre In nil Ita
A.

Ill

Eealtor

branches, Louie,
Sorely Honda.
South Fourth Street. Nut to F. O,
Thone 671.

MONEY

ZAPF &
Realtors,

G.

CHAS,

1

CO,

A home Is the most valnnhle
of material possessions. Kent

get you nothing.
WE OFFER.

cement block home

Sidewalks, lawn, trees. Etc. It
glassed-ihas five rooms.
sleeping porch, two screened
porches, large basement, hot
air heating plant. It's vacant
and priced to soil.

thare

WE WOn,l) LIKE TO
Some nice Albuquerque property for either city or country
property In or near Los
WE HAVE A RELIABLE

wl?he.i to rent a
or
store room
West Central avenue, between First and Third streets.

Party that
12
on

'
HOME

FURNISHED

stucco, large Bleeping
features,
porch, fireplace, built-i- n
furnace. Completely
basement,
new
furnished with beautiful
Five-roo-

m

furniture.

See

Gold avenue Is
Meantime we are
located at 115 South Second st.
Now is the time to buy that lot.
We've got some good ones.

At

SHEIXEY

414.

Phono

SUDDEN SERVICE.
Tna Bed Arrow (all over thi Wilt) ren
ders Hidden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.
in before 11 i. m. mailed tarn
day.
Work In before S p. m. mailed noon saxt

Address work to
THE RED ARROW,
B. Laa Tatar
Albuquerque
want
repreaantatlra In 10'JK
(Wa
arritory.)

day.

make

lot, 500.
Luna district,

good
for

Heights from
University
$250 up.
Terrace Addition a few beauties at $450 each.
R.
McCI-FGHA-

CO.,

113 So. Second St.

J, H. F00TE,
Contractor and Builder.
First class work Guaranteed.
809 South Walter Street.
Phone 2348-W- .

HOME FOR SALE

-- A

money

a beauty

727--

REAtnr

HERE

IT IS,

The chance you have been
looking for to combine ranch
valand city life. Twelve acres
mile
ley land under ditch, 1
south oi bridge on west side.
One acre in choicest selected
fruit trees ieady to begin
bearing. Three acres In alfalfa.
Adobe house. Priced to sell.,
Terms. Owner,
E. E. STEIPLEY,
New Mexico
Latny

......

bunpalow home of five
FOR RENT Room
rooms and bath. Hot water heat,
buff brick con- KllHNIHHED ROOMS !!U9 South Second.
oak flooring,
struction. Price only $4,600, on FUUXISUEI) rooms, bath and telephone;
terms. Furniture also goes for no sick. 417 West Silver.
room for housekeepFOR RKNT
less than cost.
ing.

214

BARGAIN

8 rooms,
pressed brick with
two bath rooms, hot water
heat, also fireplace, Extra large
corner lot, walks,
basement,
lawn, trees, large garage, spletr
did location, 301 South Walter

GEO, D, STATES0N,
Or Any Real Estate Agent.

FOU SALE
Two-acrwell improved, close-i- n
RANCH. Fine soil, fruit
and shade trees. Four-rooadobe pebble dashed house,
cement sidewalks, good well,
ditch, plenty
good Irrigation
of water at all times; barn,
garage, chicken houses, place
to keep a few pigs. This place
Is within a few minutes walking distance to the street car.
If you have $600, terms like
rent can be arranged. See us
for appointment.
DIKCKMANN REALTY CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
30D W. Gold.
Phono 070.

Fecoml.
Rooms to
Smith1

8A1,E-- Tu
thiirouKhl)d1rT'lW
Five rooms, also bath room and Foil KENT
mihi only. 322 FOU
South Seventh. Phono 721-roosters, cheap. 730 Ehhi Santa Ve.
garasre,
porch,
large FOR
sleeping
In modern home; FOrt SALE Mammoth IJronze turkeys"
Room
RENT
on
A
at
$3,500,
grounds.
bargain
torn, and two hens. 710 South Broad
South Edith.
3
board tf desired.
terms.

FOR

KENT

KeasonabTi.

bed

A

way.

ONLY

REAL HOME,

Why pay rent when you can
modern bunbuy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rlze lot on paved street.
Owner is leaving town and
must seH within a few days.
Terms.
A. Ju MABTTS

MY

BUILDING LOTS
Will never again be as cheap
in Albuquerque, buy now and
North Thirteenth street,

West

under way.

ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,

I'hono

216

w

NEW OFFICE

OUR

.

Charming-

easy

y

'

MAKERS

...

.nr.

.,111

n

Realtor.

$5,000 Practically new four-roobrick,
modern,
completely furnished, including electric washer;
Bleeping porch,
double garage; highland.
$5.100 Three-rooframe, glassed porch,
furnished, corner lot.
white stucco bung-alow$6,000

i.

it.

A splendid

Thone 412-J- .
204 W. Gold.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.

FOR SALE

.....i,..

1.

that Is within four blocks of
the postoffice, nine location,
south front; lot 50x152 feet.

On

REALTOR
Loans nnrt Insurance.
210 V. Gold Ave. Phono 907--

By Ueorffe iMcMamu
,

receipts

$900.

T, KINGSBURY

j11

11

N

n

A DAXDY NKW HOME IN

1021 by the international rvews service.
Registered U. S. Tatent Office.

11

WHY TAY RENT?
When you can buy this good
adobe house located close in
and is arranged for two families. This house has five good
in
canvassed
sized rooms,
sleeping porch, large hall, bath,
large pantry, plenty of clothes
closets, screened in front and
back porches, gas range, coal
range and completely furnished for two families. This home
is located on a good east front
lot with good sidewalks, good
adobo storage room and other
Can be
good
bought on extra good terms
with balance at only $35.00
per month. Tou can live in
one side and easily rent out
the other side for enough to
make your payments. Give us
a few minutes of your time
and we will show you a real
buy.
HOME
Complete and built of the best
of materials. This home has
seven rooms, nicely arranged,
built-ifeatures, two complete
bath rooms, good fire place,
extra large basement, fine hot
water heating plant, two good
size porches.
This home is located on fine
corner lot, east front, good side
walks, lawn, shade and has a
good concrete garage.
This property can be bought at
a real bargain and must be
sold in the near future.

MORNING JOURNAL

Realtors.

Estate, Fire

Real

Insurance,
223 W. Gold

CO.,

Thone

GRAPE LAND

Lota in the Anderson Addition.
$20 down and $10 a month.
Money to loan on close-i- n
property.

I scarce and hard to get. We
have six acres of fine sandy
loam, ideal for grapes. All high
land and on paved road
Easy terms.

FRANKLIN

J, D, Keleher, Realtor,
211 VV. Gold.
riiono 410.

&

$1,-00- 0.

CO,

I'hone 657.

TlitnJ and Gold.

156.

Fornni

modern except
today. The price to
is only $3,600.
E. CCTnRIDGE,
314 W. Gold.
Phone 1023.
is

"VOIR orrORTCNITY"
y
modern,
HOME.
This Is one of the finest located homes in the city, facing one
of our parks in the Fourth ward:
haa fine trees and lawn, on paved
street, large lot, Mxl4-- ; not mnny of
these fine locations left and this l
with
going at a bargain $7,350,
12,500 as first payment; move fast
if Interested and call,

SECOND WARD.
Ten minutes walk from shops,
one glasRcd in, bath,
ruoms.
three
grirago, east front.
Would take In car. Small payment down will handle.

A. C. STARES,

Li5alb(iir
As Long As

$15.00

Thone 108.

HELP WANTED
Male.
WAN TED Experienced second cook,
ply J'resbyterlan Sanatorium.
Meet mo at the hard limes
C11AUI.ES

dance, Saturday night, Uarelaa Hall.
(Madge).
steady
WnNTEU Flrst-clae- a
banter;
Elks Uarber Shop,
Job, 25 guarantee.
Gallup. N. M.
First-clas- s
meat cutter; must
WANTED
Apply Lowland Margive references.
ket, 6U West Central.
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE wants pantry
girl, two dlnlnu room girls. Fli tue
3E4-110 Couth Third.
Female.
Foto
WBTisAf'ri motion picture acting-l'lay Film Studios. 601 NortliSecond.
WANT ISO A cook In a family of four;
ok.
Apply
good wages for a good
Mrs. Welnmon 70S West Copper.
WANT EL) Good, competent ,voman to
all family
do general housework fi
Datll. N. M.
on ranch. Mrs. J. H. Stile
Woman to cook on stock
WANTED
ranch, or man nnd wife; furnish references. Write J. E. Shcrar, .Navajo,
Arizona.
or elderly
WANTED A middle-age- d
lady to cook and keep house for lady
mvalescent. Apply at rear, 2:2 3ou'.h

It Lasts

Per Load

FOR TRADE.
Four room modern home in
Roswell; good location, corner,
east front, full lot, garage, shade,
rented. Trade for small ranch or
city property.
McMillion & Wood,
Realtors.
200 West Gold.
Phone 318.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinlcy Land
Lumber Co.
Albuquerque,

&

FOR

New Mexico.

SALE

FOK
TRV HUlHiY'H

FOR RENT

Dwelling.

froU HUNT
very fine
modern. Call at 4I West Coal,
Pm.
urnlshed houne, two
FOR KICNT
Hnci purclr; newly fixed up. 1018

hom.
at

&

rooma

Bouth
Wul tor.
Three-rooVOH
RENT
rurnlshed
houne, sleeping porchci; keys at 704
F.ixpt Hanta Vtv
FOR tCKNT Three room Ttuuse with
Klefping
Inquire
porch, furnished.

Miscellaneous

Haled
Mluft.,

"sorgum.'
BJ2ST I.N TOWN.

Fhone 24U-HFOR SALE $o0 water filter for 10.
11') South Walnut.
FOK SALE
Oliver typewriter with case,
140: Postofflce box 213, city.
DENVER
POST OelfvproO en your door,
b&c per montn.
Phone 1349-m- .
WOMAN'S Exchange. Y.W.O.A. for home
conked goods', fancy work. (Saturdays,
lOK pALL Carpenter tools and kitciun
ranse; also two rolls stock fence.
Phone 2IJ11-J- .
mornings.
FOR BALE Used
and
tractors,
with gang pluwt. Hardware
Department. J. Earner & Co.
FOR BALK Urupe cuttlriKS. Black
White Verdels, Zinsnndel, Catawba and Concords.
Phono 3:1.
T YFEWRITKKSraiT 'ma'kcs7 1 6 and up;
ITt per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter
Exchange, 12 j;outhFuurth.
FOR SALE
Fresh buttermilk am cot"
In gallon
tage cheese; also fresh milk l!ilo-M.
lots.
Swa.vne's
Dairy, phone

II E A P

pressed brick
with
two
house,
hath
rooms and large sleeping ,
porch. All modern and in
good condition.

D.
Or

WEINMAN,

70S West Copper, City

any real estate

agent.

TnESE BEAT'TrFrL SPRING
DAYS

Are when one appreciates the
value of a home In a restricted
district and whore the New
Mexico air Is the mot emUniversity
bracing.
Heights
has these to offer to you.
Your good wife deserves a
nice home this summer. Decide
now to have that home In
University Heights.
The General Office Tt At
fipoonil and fiold.
610 or 8!9
Phone

NATIONAL INVESTMENT
COMPANY
I". EALTOltS
West iohl Avenue
FOR SALE
2
roomlns houses, 1 frrocery
Htore, 1 four room frame.
IlKNT
1 five and I six room
house.
$3, 0(H) to loan on West Central aveiiuo iiroporty.
Kvory kind o Insurance.
List your property with us.
Insure your property with us.
Wo Get nnd Give Results.

200

Seven-roo-

.

A

$3,-70- 0.

frame, two porches,
on East Copper avenue. It's a
value
and can be had on
good
easy terms. Now vacant. Why
pay rent when you can get
such a value and finance It so
easily.
Also a four-roobrick new.
glassed sleeping porch, front
nnd back porches, oak floors
features,
throughout, built-i- n
nicely located on East gold
avenue. Priced to sell.
Four-roo-

m

1522-R-

FOR SALE
C

Lowland Home. Liberal Terms.
A six room brick, beautiful livward.
ing room with fireplace, bookfeacases, dining room, built-i- n
Brick, five rooms and attic,
tures; large kitchen; three sleep- bath, corner, lots of shade,
Terms.
ing rooms; fine large porches;
shade
and
location,
splendid
terms.
Lenient
shrubbery.
THIRD WARD.
J. V. GILL, Real Estnte.
Three rooms, new garage, good
72S-J
11. South Second.
Phone
location, J2.100; $500 down, balance $25 per month,
Seven room modern brick, close
in, good location, come In, let
us show you this one and make
us an offer on it.

FIVE ROOM BUNGALOW
With two glassed porches and
large front porch, well located
in Fourth ward. Must be sold.

,19 West (iold Ave.

J. A. lTAMMONT).
824 E. Silver.
I'hono

OPPORTUNITIES
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
New
modern, garage,
for $1,750; $500 down.

This place
heat. See it
sell at once
KOLMN

EIGI1T ROOM,
house for sale near Unl- vcrslty. Furnace, garage, cement
drive and walks, lawn and shades.
Nearly new, and only $6, BOO.
rare terms.

REALTORS.

and Auto

Loans.

LEFT

FEW

A

,r

JTST LISTED imMSTTET)

v Modern

Dioiie

FRUIT

(135.

TREES

FOR SALE

Houses
brick

house, on
Phone 2401-rt-.FOR SALE
On easy Terms,
modern bungalov ; will take grtod lots
or real estnto paper. Phone
FOft SALE Just completed bungalow,
five rooms and bmli, garage; beat buy'
In city; eiisy terms.
j
Phone 2040-NEW SJiliill hiiine, on houth Waller, un- ,,mi iiiiiii uou you can UUVfl It
for ifluu down and
a month. Phone
SA

1.IC

NorthEdUh.

Three rooms and two sleeping
porches, bath, city water and
lights, a very good house completely furnished. Fenced, trees
and chicken runs. Fine large
lot. Highlands. Immediate possession, ti',200; $200 cash, and
$30 a month. It rents for $30.
Ffxir-roofurnished
good
house, Highlands, $2,100; $425
cash, and $50 a month.
new adobe, plastered
inside and out; furnished; price
$300 cash and $25 a
$1,400;
month.
frame
furnished,
splendid lot; price $8o0; $125
cash and $25 a month.
frame on very fine
large coiner lot; city water
and acequia water; price $900;
$100 cash and $20 a month.
Four-roofive minutes from
$225 cash
$1,800;
postotflee,
and $25 a month.
Five-rooframe
furnished.
$200 cash
$1,300;
Highlands,
and $25 a month.
Three-rooadobe house, and
sleeping porch, in I'aris nddl- tlon, $1.S00; $100 cash and $40
a month.
Two-roo-

SHAPE THEE3 AND ORNAMENTALS
F 11 O M
ALBU- Ql'KUQUE NURSERIES
Get your Order In Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNO & CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

FOU

FOR SALE

!t

Two-roo-

m

Two-roo-

m

Real

Estate Exchange,

tw thoroughbred
mom, furnace heat. 333 North Fifth. l''()t KALE Cheap,
400 West Copper. Phono 7!).
614
White
South Edith.
cockerels, 141:1
Wyandotte
FOR RENT Two furnished romna for
South Edith.
Four-roo1124
FoU
HI'NT
Sec
modern
North
410.
brick,
light housekeeping.
ond.
Full SALE Forty-tw- o
n'hite Leghorn
unfurnished, front and back porch. InFOR SALE
furBy owner, three-rooquire: 300 North Arnn.
laying pullets, t'larke & Murdock, box
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room for 5(12.
nished house, terms; would consider
with Income, three gentleman, bath adjoining. 423 South
phone 24II7-JHome,
bUK UK NT Furnished
cottage
Adgood milk C"s as part payment.
b
FOK SALE Six flue
or
for chickens. Third.
R. I.
with sleeping porch. Phone 2185-rooms, equipped
dress Box 1. city.
Red hens, two years In April; best of
enlt 1203 Enat Cupper.
Sixteen fine young trees. Good FOR RENT Furnished sleeping room.
'1' 11 IS four-roonew house; will
WANTED ONf FIRST
location. Price, $950. Terms; $300
with bath, on car line .511 West New breeders; also one cockerel. Phone 265. High.
Iioubo, convent'u': 1UCNT Three-roosell f'T cost of material and consl rucMORTGAGE REAL
Folt SALE Thirteen thoroughbred H. I.
York.
ient to chops. In the highlands, only
tremendous
Room
down balance like rent.
7,
tion;
sacrifice.
ESTATE.
Red hens and two cockerels; well MADGE MppI me nt the hard time bad 115 a month. Phono 410.
Frst National building.
FCTt RENT F'urnlshed rooms; also cau- ,i.uu
Feb.
Bat.
eve.,
IS;
nt
liarelas
1017-JOSEPH COLLIER 'I
Hall,
1115
marked.
North
Fifth, phone
Five-rooRBNT
furnished cottaao CARBIDE
M. T Cnre Journal.
?100 Down" and$-0- a
ary birds for sale. 218 South Walter,
month are the
the "warne looltm costume; FOR
for
reward
SU.NI.ITh
18.75.
JB;
Union,
1GG7-FOK
S.
C.
SALE
hatchi116
White
at
at
Good Loans.
terms on a brand new shingle bungaLeghorn
Inquire
phone
free.
I'eep sea West Silver, South Edith.
F. O. 13. our office, 1110 South Brtmil- ng- eggs, from Franco Colorado strain 75c : admission; ladles
low; two large rooms and sleeping porch,
phone 678,
115 S. Rcconfl. FOR RENT Two furnished rooma and
Phone 744.
Hounds from 'Frisco. (Charles).
way. N. M. Steel Co., Ine., phone 1H47-of
7o each, Geo. Jade$'..ro. Phi.no 410.
RKNT
We
prlro
FOR
have
several
very
Harbor Built Houses.
sleeping porch for two: no children. Gresham, Box 235, hens,
hus
or
without
with
WANTEJJ
MILK
SALE PUKE WHOLE
city.
110 Routh Walnut.
sirable unfurnished houses In Fourth FOR
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
band, to occupy eottaRe and care
with all the cream, delivered to yuu as FOR SA I.E. Practical, y new four-rooMcMillion ft Wood.
brlelc,
modern except heat, close In,
FOR KENT Furnished room with sleep FOR HALE BuffBuffOrpington eggs for two or more children; woman with nurne wnru
It comes from the cows. HICK'S DAIRY.
AlMIKMvXv
cockerels, winner training preferred;
hatching; also
FOll RENT New four-roolike
hut
nicely furnished,
balance
house.
house, $25 phone 250.
near
down,
don't
io
Rent-Room- s
phone,
porch,
good
boarding
ing
with Board 212 North High.
of first and special prizes in AlbuquerFor
rent. Phone 1U...-M- .
JOHN W. WILSON,
per month. See F. H. Strong or L. C. FOR SALE
write. Dr. C. E. Lukens, Albuquerque,
"
17J0-with
Phone
show.
que
Incubator,
poultry
2
Itennett. phones 75 or 143.
3 a month
riTlbldANDTjOARD.
611
N. M.
bOH'S ami
Attorney.
will buy
FOU RENT Dewlruble
sleeping porch,
moisture pan, especially made for this
strains
White
Orpingtons.
you a well-buindufoe, plastered white, Ro ms 15, 17 and 10. Cromwell Building.
FOR RENT Desirable four-roofor two gentlemen. 120 South Cedar, LEADINGComb
house, climate; also small cook stove,
3
Mllle HIKl IVlllHl.
1163-J- .
Ithodo Island Reds,
Single
Phone
floors
ruof,
brand
shinglo
and
new,
good
and
clean
with
l"OH RENT Sleeping porch, with board. board across the street.
South
sunny
Edith.
porch;
Call
for prices, eggB and cockerels. Zimmer VVANTEU-roo- ulk-itor.
afternoon, well furnished. sleeping
I 'rice
212 South High.
t:ir,,
phone 410.
614 North Blxth.
PHYSICIAN
AMI ferKUICONS.
FOU RENT Nice clean rooms for house Ranch Co., San Acacia, New Mexico.
PLNO.N iNUTS in their natural state, per9. over GoHen Hole.
FOR SALE Hy owner, 718 West Coil, OR. 8.
FOR RENT Three, four and five-rooKCR RENT Olassed-l- n
keeping and Bleeping; under new man Foil SALE S. cr'whitTLeghori'hatch
I. BI RTON,
porch and board
fectly roasted, make desirable valenWOULD like to gvt man and wlfo to
frame Btucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
North Third.
houses and apartments, some furnished. tines; 15c a pound.
for two. 114 North Maple.
agement. 121
Robert Macphorson,
of tan Stomach.
Adtlress McMillion
lsHea
run Indian tradlim stors.
Ing eggs and baby chicks, $20 per
Oold.
208
&
large porehi-s- . newly decorated, vacant
West
1114 West Central,
v. Barnett Building.
Wool,
Bulls,
l ice, clean rooms; 100; also few cocks and cockerels. Gen- Box 373. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
ROOM AND HOARD, all convenlencea; IMPERIAL ROOMS
Terms If ilerlred. Phone 1S03-or
Over
the
511
ratea
Faatlme try Poultry Ranch, postofflce box S12,
no sick.
LIST your vacant houses with
week.
Cl'.y FOR SALE
South Broadway.
by day
Cheap,
paying dividends, A HAKiiAlX, five-roohome In Fourth DK. 8. C. CLARKE,
"""FOR RENT
105 shares Owenwood
Oil Stock, valued
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
j7boM'"AND HOARD with sleeping porch; Theater, 211 hi West Central.
phono 1769-Eye, :ar, Noe and Throat.
Apartments service.
want; two glassed-l207 West Oold, phone 667.
porches, fire
at one dollar per share. Address J. J.
Barnett Building.
163(1 East Central.
FOR RENT Living room, bed room and TWENTY-NIN- E
Phone 131.
also Rnrope.
on
same
the
old
years
10
plnce, gns, 13,31)0; twelve hundred will
FOR 11ENT Five-roohouse, compltte-l- y Elliott. 1407 South Third.
Office Hours
bath, completely furnished; steam heat.
ranch. S. C. White Leghorn chicks, FOR HIS NT furnished apartment.
Pri348.
like
balance
rent.
Phone
handle;
NICELYfjrnlshedlroomwlttitioara.
Ktlilh.
South
80S South Fourth.
to 12 a. m., and 2 to B p. m.
ch ekm yard. SOFT SPOTS
Mrs.
o
S20
Metcalf,
furnished;
Heel
exarch
cushions
large
Twenty-fivand
piano,
hundred.
1027
no
alck.
Forrester.
per
vate family;
years'
FOU SALE
Ry owner, new furnished Kit. asAK(i.-KKor call nt 30t nurh Edith.
prevent fallen Insteps; cures sll foot
HOTEL Sleeping rooma nd perience with Incubators. Yott Poultry FOR KENT Furnished apartment; a'so Phone 1340-CAKTWRltillT,
FOR RENT Nicely furnlehed room with ELGIN
hnupe, thri-- rooms and bnth; Univerbrick
gnrape. Phone U9U-house, troubles, $1. Plantar Arch Supports. ThoB.
Residence 11-- 3 East Central. Phone 57L
FOR KENT Five-loohousekeeping epartmenib. by tue oajr Ranrh. Postofflce box 107, phone 1769-- J.
first class table board. 110 South Arno. week
sity
Heights;
bargain, ?1.750; will take
40S
F.
West Central.
Keleher Leather Co.,
571.
West Central.
Phone
ur month. 602
bath, sleeping: po.cu. gario, unfurFOR SALE BUFF ORPINGTON eggs for FOK RENT Furnished apartment. f'i
J3.7-car
or
as
lot
part payment.
nished. $45, water free. 220 North High. VO'i SALE Young v pet coyote, about tourlnjr
rooms, modern. 1104 North Second.
Phone lor,4-W- .
hatching; blue ribbon winners, first,
ROOM AND BOARD for healthseeker;
FOR RENT Large, well furnished bed second
as
Two-roomonths
raised
this
fifteen
have
cock
Three-roothird
house
(VI.
and
and
old;
and
M. D.
first
W.
RENT
SHERIDAN.
FOR
oatn,
pullet,
apartment,
FOR
RENT
room, steam heated, hot water in room. second
FOR SALE OR RENT SIX tirano new
tray ser.vlce, $12 to 816 per week.
special on best female
furnished, large porch and yard, on car a pet since two weeks old, and is very
four-roopartly furnished. 631 South Broadway.
Phone 057-J.
garage if desired. 611 West Coal, phone In the cockerel,
Mmltrd to
Frnctlco
houses, corner Ninth and
ur
.etond.
South
702 North tame.
H23
2
6.
at
coekerelB
Mediterranean
line.
and
Call
between
Apply
class,
1102-FOR KENT Twit turnibned rooms, Tor
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable GENITO - URINARY DISEASK-- ?
FOR RENT Heated glassed-i- n
Third.
sleeping
phone 186IJ-and pullets for sale. Phone 1472-terms. See F. H. Strong, or L C Ben AND DISEASE- -. OF THE SKIN
light housekeeping; adults; no lck.
porch, reaaonable; board for two. lie WOODWORTH
ASUBSTOS
ROOF I'A'.NT
Newly furnished, nice. 518 Fruit avenue.
.NEWt five-roomodern furnished bun724 South Second.
nett. Phones 75 or 145.
North Maple, phone 1463-rooms
Waenerman Laboratory In Connection.
and
clean
housekeeping apart FOR SALE
no sick; GOOD for all kinds of roofs, H per gal
no
children;
garage;
galow,
furfour
Hatching eggs;
popular FOR RKNT Apartment, completely
B' utn NEW CLEAN HOME, University Heights. Citizens
lon. The Manzano
Rank Iildir. rimnu 880.
Co., 110
FOR RENT Nice front room, adjoining ments, by day, week or month. 311
Room T, First National Bank
cheap.
s. c, R. I. Reds, Mayhood
varieties:
rooms
and
two
porch.
nished;
J
sleeping
Third.
South
list completed, four rooms, screened
Walnut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up
bath, with board; gentlemen preferred.
building.
strain, 15, 11.50; Famous Silver
Idol Kast Central.
built-i- n
5115 South
and
front
features
ss
will
as
last
the
rear;
roof,
CHIROPRACTORS
porches
building.
High, phone 1B79-long
One-roofl.00: s. C. Light Brown Leg FOR RENT Two-roocottage; kitchenfurnished apart- FOR RENT
very moderate) In price; small payment
W AIM I bD
Miscellaneous horns, 15,
GOOD IIOMI3 COOKING, aerved family
15. $1.50; S. C. Dark. Brown Leg
ette, large closet, electric lights and
and easy terms. Inquire Gilbert, phone a. v. CARMEN.
ment with sleeping- porch and heat.
Mrs. Knight, corner Broadway WANTED
Id 10 South
IS.
atyle.
I
furnished,
In good condition. horns 13. $2.00. Robinson, Old Town, Phone 8372-telephone,
Vlctrola,
Chiropractor
Flfi
South
f!3
h;
FTid Gold.
POIt SALE Jive hundred shares of c ity 1115-19 nnd SM Armljo Building.
phone 1388.
Elm, phone 2128-J- .
Phone 2141-tour-roofurnishBLectrlc Railway, below par.
Dr. R. Folt SALE Five-roobrick
house;
Five-roofurnishJAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location for WANTED A good portable oven. Ad- - RED POULTRY YARDS Blue ribbon FOR HKNT Three or
mosern
KENT
FOR
L. Host. N. T. Armljo building;.
ed apartments,
modern, 200 block
modern; well situated on car llrrt In
reservations now
DRESSMAKING
heallhseeRera; rew
ed house In Fourth ward; glassed-l- n
dresa I. L, D.. care Journal.
winners, eggs for hatching, from six South Sixth. Inquire Savoy Hotel office.
highlands; house has hot air heat,
Phone 8.38-available.
sleeping porch and service porch; IftO on
n
W ANTED Used iron safe, about 600 teen grand pens: best winter layers: 8. C. FOR RENT Apartments, one three-rooI'hone 1825-glassed-isleeping porch, and Is com- EXI'KKT lrt'Smakinc.
a lease to right tenant. City Realty Co.,
15
R.
I.
FOR RENT Room and Bleeping porch
Barred
$2,
for
Reds,
$1.50,
$3,
$5;
u
care
Journal.
nds.
F.
S.,
Address
Price la very reason WANTED Sewing; children's clalht-- s ft
po
USE EFfECTO AUTO TOP and seat pletely furnished.
furnished, one two-- r torn unfurnished; 207 West Gold, phone
with hoard for two; best location In
15 for
2, $3, $5: only ten rine
hocks,
15?I-J- .
Jj7:
terms.
Phone
ValsNorth
410
401
good
able;
wax
hoth
Effccto
South
Auto
kalaomlne
and
Enamel,
1422-Walter.
porches.
BpeciaUy.
CLEANING,
paper,
dressing.
highlands. Phone
FOR 'RENT OR SALE Well furnished par.
breeding cockerels left. Win, Blets, 41S- - Sixth.modern, sleeping
Valspor Enamels on automobiles. FOll trA I.K One of the nicest hurries in WA N T R L Hv winK. M rs
ing and oiling fioora; work
423 West Atlantic, phone 1483-lost er, 6U 3
CI.APSED-Icozy home, five rooms ond bath, large
sleeping porch, for two, John
Homestead
Paint,
Goodson, phone 634-North Fourth. Phone U'39-FOR P.ENT Completely furnished three shady yard, vines and roses, cool and Plymouth Cottage
Spanish
University HttiKtitft; five-roowith furnace heated dressing; room;
Roof Paint and Cement. Sat
Floor
ROCKB
WHITB
Paint,
BARRED
HAULroom
glassed-lmi'
North
with
ANDporch
SCAVENGER
and
modern
514
nw
In.
GENERAL
'be,
In
throughout; DliUSSMAIvIaNti
apartment
summer; close
pleasant
enrage If dealred.fr 1207 East Central.
By the day or at bume,
assured. Thos. V. Keleher Leath type
WYANDOTTES.
larKe porches, h'it watr heut, basement,
ING. Reasonable rates, E. A. Griffith,
nd separate bath; furnace heated. I606 Third, see owner et 807 North Third, isfaction
1.13 West Tron, phnne lOGfi-er Co.. 408 West Central, phone 1057-J- .
At the show Just held In Alhuquer. East Central, phone 1922-FOR RENT Nice Bleeping porch and 722 East Iron, phone 2399-KHTiiRQ,
hanlwood floors; hous Is well
room 12.
with
bath, with
connected
room,
otie we entered 19 birds, 18 of them
HEMSTITCHING,
OIL
pleatlnjr. Williams' Mil
OIL
furnl.ihed.
See owner, 117 Bouth Glrard.
suits, ladles' or gentle- were under the ribbons; of these i were FOR RENT Modern furnished apart-nd
linery, 200 South Jtronilway, ph. 777-meals, In private home, for gentleman. WANTED to 1,000
THE DRILL, Is running, going right
FOR SALE Ranches
ment, three rooms, private bath
clean and press, fl each. seconds, all others
rooms
men's,
FOK
houses
of
four
KAI.ETwo
were FIRSTS and
0.
Phone 2325-or
You
can
on
down.
DRESSMAKING.
spare $25
i
designing and ladies'
Duke City Cleaner, phone 446.
porch, heat water and ilgn. KOK BALK- -A small
each, one new modern, located on coramount of sleeping
limited
Tt might mean financial
SPECIALS;
a specialty; best of refere-cc- a.
independence.
ranclr,
tailoring
1005 West Central.
furnished.
MRS. REED haa moved to 309 Soulh WANTED Money to loan on flrat-elas- s
close In, on car line; one furnished; Phnne
1GH0-breeding stock for sale at reasonable
mile west of bridge; modern house. A. E. C. Powell, agent, Mesa Leon OH Trust, ner, enn
Hrondwav and haa lovely rooms and
three-roofor
one
apartIn
live
and
let
pay
FOR
RENT
rnt
Larue
real estate; tl.DOO, 12,000, I2,doo, 15,000, prices. J. D. Notgrass, 604 North Second.
New yo..
111 South Fourth.
J. .Tames.
Albuquerque,
sleeping porchea with board for conva McMillion & Wood, 208 West Gold.
drespniakintf done; tjulck
ment, well furnished for housekeeping;
halaiifo; the price for these two houses Is FI
,
VIEW 8. C. It. I. REDS," steam heat, gas range; no pick; no chil- FOU BALE 12.60 acr and up; farm and Mexico,
Mrs. Bandy,
'.MOUNTAIN
lescents. Phone
?4.L'."j0,
part cash. Hurry on this bargain Rodservice; own designer.
A car of old furniture,
WANTED
National
Western
North Kfghth.
at
moke big winning
stock hmds; rood grass; watr; cheap
801 Kouth Edith.
for I nm leavintr town
also garage. 610 West Tljeras
dren;
ROOM and sleeping porch, with good
MEXfA.
ANOTHER
Btoves. clothing; any and everything:
m
1022.
Show
in.
Stock
Chnmn.
at
K.
Herron.
Denver,
January,
lands.
Irrlsatcd
fur
and box;
side
PLEATING, accordion,
board. In modem private home,
VAUGHN oil field may be another Mella.
pay cash. Address Box 400, care Journal. This show was one of the largest held In FOR RENT Two ruoms and kitchenette,
N. Crane, 215 North
mail orders.
nace heat beRt location In hlghlanos
r'OK .SALE Lweitqc k
screened porch; modern; well and com- FOR SALE Ranch, Old Town boulevard;
Geologists believe It. A few dollars inWo won second
and
rurnlturo
WANTED
this
Secondhand
United
States
year.
123
block
month.
150
Inde866
one-hato
of
a
Seventh, t'rane Apartments, phone HI 4.
owner leaving on account
rates
Apply
health; vested now might mean financial
and
iT'sAt.E Two
trunka. We buy everything In house. cockerel class of 68; sixth pullet class of pletely furnished; noonesick.
1, young milk.
COO West Gold,
rood houses, tar aim, fruit, alfalfa, horses, pendence.
You will get quick action.
North Maple
FASH I O N A I i1BDrsS MAkTn G Never
hold goon's,
Max's Bargain Store, 315 4D; ninth young pen, class of 20; fourth from postofflce;
ws.
207.
I'hone
E.
C,
cows, chickens and farmlnff ImplementsPowell,
This Is a shallow sand.
before has a dressmaker been able tci
MIRAMONTCS-ON-THK-MBSBeds. Our second Inquire 703 West Silver
Phone iol.
South First.
display, class 600
A- -l
2417-1.for show hor
111
or
BALK
cow,
South
fresh
Leon
Oil
Phone
rtesa
conowner,
Trust,
Jersey
jus,
agent,
L
artlstio, ability as now, with
for tubercular MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 115 South Denver cockerel was valued by experts FOR RENT Furnished apartments,
A SANATORIUM-HOTEe,
I'hone 05-Kii.
new weaves and pretty youtrrrui
rooms, MR SALE
Alpost- - Fourth, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
the
from
four
two
miles
to
Ranch,
venient
at
winners
also
sanatorium!!;
at
$350;
convalescents; graduate nurse In at
champion
for
will par the highest prices
First,
on
Mrs.
n
East
Pea hi. room H. Grant B!dr.
double
also
BALK
FOK
on
Buiks
and
main
week
styles.
or
four
ditch,
month. your second-han- d
acres,
docs;
office,
fry
192?, winning first, second glassed-lsleeping porches, pas;
tendance; rules by the
clothing, shoes and buquerque,
710 West Lead.
Inj? rall)lls.
Call 2400-Jand third cock, first, second and third Central car line. Call 1321 East Central. house, garage, milk house, good chlcKen YOU have no doubtOIL.
furniture.
Phone 8SS.
of
a
missed
lot
good
TIME
and
or
blooded
chickens
see
CARDS
McMillion
a
houses,
turkeys
WA.NTKli
hen, first, second and third cockerels,
Tester for Bernalillo county
FOR RENT In modern home, close in, HOMESTEADS In artesian water belt In first
lao furniturt and tools; terms. Fh me
things. This Is your chance. Not a
econJ young pen, first old FOR RENT On February 20, pleasant
cow
tcBtlnir
association.
Apply at
we small Investors
but
man's
241S-Jnice level land; good grass; peni pullet,
highlands, nicely furnished rooms, large
big
play,
Colorado;
comAmerican
male
best
for
three-rooBeempk's Dairy.
apartment, furnished
wun can locate you on 640 acres.
Address class specials
In, with splendid chance of finanporches: special meaia for patients mux
cock of show. plete with bath;
and champion
One tract of land situated can got
good location; no sick; For SALE
Your check made to bank. Foil SALE Two tuams, two sets of har
success.
weak stomachs: fresn eggs ana
d.
Homestead, care Journal.
occupant-wantoin the town of Bernalillo. N. M., con cial
Breeding birds for sale; hatching eggs no children.
Permanent
C.
E.
It.
ness, two saddles, one Jersey cow, cry
out
about
In
and
trav service: rates reasonable. Addreea BETTER KODAK FINISHING
find
Come
It is nd babv chicks from fifteen or in
I acres, mostly cultivated, on
Call afternoons, 112 South Ninth. talnlng
agent, 111 Bouth Fourth, Albu- 115 West Iron.
postofflce box 224. city.
better. Return postage paid on mall flnest pens mated In the west. ORDER
main ditch, very good for alfalfa raising Powell,
Mexico.
New
of horses, weight
J3
FOR BALE Team
North
C, P. Hay,
A est CHICKS EARLY.
or truck farming; also one tract of land querque,
RESERVATIONS may now be had at St. orders. The Larmim Studio, 21 9
PERSONAL
1700 West Mountain
2.S00
iiounds.
High, phone 2230-John's Sanatorium (Episcopal) i rates, Central. Albuquerque, N. M.
containing eight acres, situated In Ala- NO SALARIED TRUSTEES NO PRO- road.
1II74-.Phone
WESTBOU.N.-Da- ll.
17 so to
ner week: Includes private WILD PAY good price for old discarded
INVESTIGATORS. Phone 206.
meda. N. M . all under cultivation: h
MOTION STOCK.
SALK Jersey cow, giving two and Train.
Arrive.
room with sleeping porch, connected to
Depart.
BUSINESS CHANCES
also a fifiy-barrMidget Marvel flour
FURNITURE upholetc"d, repaired,
comforts, blankets, etc, suitable
BUY on the same basis with you. FOH
ami No. 1 The Scoot.... T;3i) pm l;30 pm
one-hii.iih and toilet: medical care, medicines, forquilts,
anllon.1
mil . situated at Fena Blanca. N. M . nut WB
f
Himilana
speour
milk,
vlctrolos
furniture packing. Call at Brown's 'OR SALE Two-stor- y
and
Not an ordinary stock selling propo
pianos
brick
building.
Chester
tray
excellent
All
be
meals,
can
No.
mill
proper
Phone
moved
Harvard.
ffaeral nuralng;
678.
Llmlted.lu:30 am 11:00 am
11
Lniverslty Heights.
easily.
sCallf.
West
Silver,
all
work
to
phone
Transfer,
the
First
made
guaranteed.
check
Your
cialty;
sition.
for
215
location
Routh
good
any
First;
11:20 am
and Inquiries
No. 7 Fargo
ties priced reasonable,
2 1 77 R.
service; no extraa. All rooms have ateam
Fat.. !il:50 am
'
bank of Santa Fe. Better get Brewer.
kind of business.
RUG CLIiANISUH
Rev.
be addressed to Box No. 7, --fer National
am 1:00 am
heat hot and oold running water. FBone
The Navajo. .12-3In now.
Units at 25 will soon advance. FOR SALE Or trade for hogs, good No.
at their homes, should
First-clas- s
8x13 Rugs Cleaned, 12.00,
shoe ehou, full CHILDREN'S HAIR CUT mens
N. M.
W. H. Zlegler,
SALE
FOR
Superintendent.
SOUTHBOUND.
be
an
nallllo,
about
1100;
cut
wrlKht
work
horse,
Oil
Fourth.
Leon
South
hair
Trust. Ill
Mesa
-- 6c;
ladles' ahampoo,
renovated. i. 60 and op.
MATTRESSES
491.
line of machinery; price very ason-able;
10:10 pm
seen nt C. W. Hunter ranch, north end No. IS El Paso Ejo
-- 'erklns
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
owner leaving. Address 8. R., curt and shaves at their n home, by
n
FOR RENT Ranches
No, 87 El Paso Eip
Rio Ornnile bird. Phone 2409-R-Brothers, phone W-Journal.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
EASTBOUND.
head
MONEY TO LOAN
Foil SALK I have twenty-fiv- e
ItiilNT
160 acres, seven
WORRIES YOU?
Ranch.
FOK
WHAT
J:40
Santa
S:10
No.
pm
RALE
pm
The
FOR
ltestaurant,
opposite
Kodak
t
one
Careful
WANTF.D
Navajo..
FOR1 saLe Threerooms "furniture," at
finishing.
span
ood vounir work horses, and
miles enst of town ; good place lor la.MSV 'Jo LOAN On wutohes, diayour troubles are 'ov'
n
Fo depot, or will sell fixtures and rent WHETHER
pm t.tn pm
Twice, dally service. Remember,
mules; have some unbroke No. t1 Calif. Limited, s.00
once; no sink. 411 West Granite.
health, money or marriage, write fully; chickens. Phone 765-:10 pm
valuaDle.
buslnesa
storeroom
and
7:25
suns
for
other
purposes.
S.
F.
No.
monds,
Send
everything
pm
sound
Eight..
your finishing
horses: this Is good young, gentle,
confidence; prompt, personal reply. FOK RKNT Twenty (iO) acre orchard Mr. B. Marcus, 21- - South First.
FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster- to a guaranteed.
swell soda fountain, strict
reliable, established firm. Hann FuturescanInclude
stork; prices very reasonable; also have No. 10 The Bcont.... 7:.o am 7;50 ao
Prof. Coffman,
Co.
We help
thousands.
Phone 471. Ervln
for one or several yar. Write post-fif- e MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds,
ing.
he bougnt separate.
which
rsca
harness. S10 North
A Hanno, Master Photographers.
nalcnes somo si'cnd-hun- d
1221 North Second. AlbuquerDlv.
scjt.i
891. Belen, N. M.
box
5 Oil SALE Fumed oak living and dinS5 prn
Tom El Paso
Scott Rldenour. No.
FOR BALE Iidtan trading store and que, N. Is.
.
and iold lewilry; llbrral reliable, con Broadway, phone Jii.g-J- .
ing room set. like new, at a bargain. TEACHING Saxaphone, clarinet, xylO'
ranch-- , ten acres
under cultivation: NOTIOE Want to notifv my old custo FUH RENT Fifteen-acr- e
No to Prom El Paso 7:00 am
ranch, 6 miles fldenllnl O.ttlli'b Jowelrv Co.. 105 N. 'at
all
cornet,
trombone;
bal,105 North Twelfth.
of town; six acres in alfalfa,
phone, drums,
stone
north
80 connects at Telen with No, 8
land
No.
one
section
leased;
fenced;
TED
Houses
their
to
WAN
to
on
go
CONFIDENTIAL loans
mere that I am now ready
Jewelry, dia
Instruments. HOW to read music building, 10-- 20
ance
for crop; good three-rooPecea Valtey. Jtaiar City and
Dressers, 111.60 up: cook brasa-- lav
feet; three living rooms, homea
FOR SALE
In bands and orchestras,
want
shampoo or adobe ready
monds watches. Liberty bonds, plan is, WANTICD FurnUhod houses to rent In Qfor Clovis.
.'rot storehouse, curralls;
and
any time they
fine well of water;
house, garage and out buildings,
Coast.
stove anil large stock of high-clas- s,
T
-- neclallXQ
On treat
802-naln Inalmant
sutomnhllea. Lowest rates. Rnthman'i
"Wood.
2191-phone
McMillion
of
82& Ellis, 1029 Forrester,
harall
one
town.
p
horses,
furniture.
household
three
parts
mornings.
used
heavy
No. . connect, at Beljn with No. 81
gasoline englnet
slightly
Bonded tn the state.
117 South First.
under the Harper method. Special
.
and ao-- 'h
WINDOW
south First.
CLEANING ness and wagon: twenty turkeys, thirtye ments
from Clovhi and points ea
To buy four or fivu-rcuAI BUQITERQUB
WANTUD
Olin
phone
rates,
Martin,
twenty-fivWANTED
&
one
cow;
milk
Room
fine
Board
floors
CO.
one
cleaned
or
more
and
Windows
chickens,
or wnjjd
house with
lots,
FOR SAI.F. Furniture at factory prices
Rooma
RENT
Office
FOR
mllea from Gallup, Now Mexico; ten
"FOR RENT Storeroom
offices and houses
he Interested In one or more vacant H;
which makes It cost lest than veoond scrubbed; stnr-- s,
WANTED Koome and board for two. In
rates and honest miles from railroad; a bargain; dissolvprefer to deal with owners. Adhand goods. Come and see for yourself. cleaned: reasonable
at
private family; not sick; near garage. FOK KKNT Office rooms, s. 31sy West cash;
10. slole-rooAddress postoffice box FOR UliNT KebruM-leave
work.
core Journal,
your call! ing partnership.
dress L,
A, Oranone;
Woolwortli
over
American Furniture Co., 223 bouth
J3
K.
care
Central,
Address
Journal.
Hi South Eecond, M. P. Slamro.
371, Albuquerque, N, M.
American Grocery, shone 253.

also in excelFrlce
lent neighborhood.
only
$4,760. Easy payment.

Six rooms, modern,

ir

ru,

$2,000
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Fresh Tomatoes, Cauliflower, Winter Pears.
This is the day to buy a pound box of that
good Chocolate Candy at 59c.
Home grown celery is almost gone, but we
have a nice supply for today, bundle 12 'sc.
Our Oranges, you know, are free from frost.
We have
Florida Grapefruit are splendid.
them at 10c, 12'-c15c, and the largest size shipped
at 25c.
Those extra large Olives are selling so fast we
have had to place an order for another cask.
WARD'S

315 Marble Avenue.

TONIGHT

Hlsliost
prices pnirt for nil
kinds of Fl II K ARMS. Must be
fn Acondition.
213 S. First St.
il'Iione

Music, Sand

SM14--

NEVI'.U AGAIN
With present developments on
East Silver, near Highland
lot
there.
Park, can
be bought as cheap as now.
$0GO
to
at
$000
Just a few left
on eatty terms.
J. A. HAM MOM),
821 K. Silver.
l'liono 1522-1-

Driver with

four Teachers
morning nt
3:30. l'hono

LET'S

Jeweler

Well located, Close In, Heat,
convenience.
every
ButlJ-i- n
features. Ample closet space.
or
Furnished
unfurnished.
Call at 800 West Gold for

QuJl

of

TONIGHT

CONSIDER

STOP

TONIGHT

j

five-piec-

Wanted Boys.
at

Matinee
Night
Hours

F. BROSEY,

Phone

All

1425-J-

.

DANCE

Barelas Hall
Saturday Evening,
Februry 18th
DEEP

Pre-W-

JAZZ

I'ay

t7

Phone

8. First St.

917

Molays. Eastern Stars
Master Masons Invited.
ENTERTAINMENT
COMMITTEE.

Ladies
The little

.)

rA

39

Q9
ty0j
Q"

AA

D-l--

pounds

FANCY COLORADO POTATOES,
&Oks
pounds
These are the best Potatoes we have had in
some time.
Home Ranch Eggs, per dozen
40c
Duke City Eggs, per dozen
40c
Swift's Sliced Bacon, per pkg
46c
Skookum Jams, No. 5 tins, any flavor
$1.15
Glass Jar Asparagus Tips, No. 1 square tin... 37c
Glass Jar Asparagus, No.
round tin
31c
Mushrooms, first choice, can
63c
Mushroom Stems and Pieces, can
48c
PICNIC HAMS,
6 to 8 pounds, per lb
ARMOUR'S MILK, small can 5c;

OKn

9Yz

2'

See 221 West Gold

A. ROBERTS, Prop.

I Minimize Prices for Fainting
and Decorating.

-

r

COATj

We
Sell

0.

Skinners

The Higheet Crade Macaroni

Noodlei, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Product

K.

MARKETS

1501 North FirstPhone 319
2421 South Broadway Phone 591

NO.

No.

MEATS-FR- EE

DELIVERY

33c
Dressed Hens, pound
,36c
Spring Chickens, dressed, pound
28c
Pork Ham Roast, pound
22c
Pork Shoulder Roast pound
20c
Spare Ribs, pound
28c
Pork Chops, pound
25c
Pure Pork Sausage, pound
18c
Prime Rib Beef Roast, pound
15c
Pest Shoulder Beef Roast, pound
20c
Rump Roast, pound
12V2c
Short Ribs of Beef, pound
25c
Rib Boiling, 3 pounds for
35c
Good Hamburger, 2 pounds for
We also have plenty of Veal and Mutton.

Because It's Rich and isllow

$1.42

From the Immortal Novel by Ian MacLaren and the
Plays by James McArthur and Augustus Thomas.
ADDED ATTRACTION!

cans
cans

....

$1.78
63c

1

6
1

lb. cans
lb. cans

$1.21
23c

--

GROCERY

FORMHAL'S

miuat aaiii n

Pi'ri-Tr- n

tie?

1!

A Two Part Comedy.

Phone 1517
The Higheet Cradle Macaroni
Egg Noodlei, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

1
fi'.
fc.tr--T.tfM'l'WWW
f

;"..,.

I
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in.
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;
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CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE
We

Sell

SklNN

The Highont Grada Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Product

j

WE'VE GOT THE GOODS
YOU NEED 'EM, LET'S TRADE
25c
40c
70c
29c

Crystal White Soap, 6 bars
Solitaire Coffee, steel cut, 1 pound
Solitaire Coffee, steel cut, 2 pounds
2',a pound can Sliced Pineapple, per can
2 pound can Sliced Pineapple,
per can
1 pound can Sliced Pineapple,
per can..
o
Hard Wheat Flour
24 pounds
1 pound can Asparagus
Tips, per can
Special Prices on Cookies and Crackers.
No. 1 Soft Shell Enr.'ish Walnuts, per pound
STRICTLY FRESH EGGS, per dozen
Your choice of Butter (four brands)
8 pounds
Potatoes

CONTINUOUS

LAST TIME TODAY

14c

:.$1.05
18c

....30c
40c

To prove herself unself
ish this woman gave up.
a packet of letters which l
held a man in her power I

3Sc

25c

w

fife

and yielded a comfort-

i!h!andcrGrocerv
GEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.

En

TO 11 P. M.

2.1c

high-grad-

Corner Coal and Arno.

1

able income.
Love was
the motive that prompted the noble act and yet
she knew the man she
loved could never recip-- 1
.

Phone 328

SfflNNErfSSr.

rocate.

USE
Mcc

Sugarite Fancy Chestnut
IN

purnace Heater, Range, Areola

$9.50 per Ton

"LUCKY
CARSON"

JEW STATE COAL CO.
PHONE 35

ADDED ATTRACTION t

"SNOORVS

MONEY SAVING SHOE SALE!
Here is a mighty good chance to get some
mighty good Shoes at mighty low prices.
Sale, an opportunIt Is our
ity you should not overlook.
The reason for this sale is: we want to clean
out all our winter Shoes before spring Shoes arrive. Carry Shoes over until next winter? Not
us. It does not pay!
DON'T FAIL TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS
SALE.

There 13 no mistake about our reductions. No
juggling with prices. The reputation of this store
precludes that and insures satisfaction. Men's,
Shoes, Women's Shoes, Boys', Misses' and Children's Shoes all must go!
EVERY SHOE PRICE CUT I CUT I CUT!
$1.50 Shoes now cut to only
$2.00 Shoes now cut to only
$3.00 Shoes now cut to only
$4.00 Shoes now cut to only
$5.00 Shoes now cut to only
$7.50 Shoes now cut to only
$10.00 Shoes now cut to only

$1.00

...$1.60

.$2.35

,

$3.15
$4.00
$6.00

..$7.50

BLUE MONDAY"

Featuring "SNOOKY," the Humanzee
A Two Part Comedy
REGULAR PRICES.
auate

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

Taos

DAILY STAGE
To Taos (Rend Down)
Leavo ,. 7:30 a.m....
Arrive ,. 10:80a.m
Leave :. 12:30 p.m
Arrive . 2:00 p.m
Arrive ,. 6:00 p.m

To Albuqncrquc
Albuquerque
...Arrive
Santa Fe .....Leave
Santa Fe
.Arrive
Arrive
Espanola
Taos
Leave

i...

,
.

(Reml Up)
7:00 p.m.

4:00p.m.

. 12:45p.m.
. 11:15 a.m.
.
7:30 a.m.

Fare to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.
Albuquerque

CERRJLLOS

EGG COAL

$10.50 Ton

205 S. First St.

Egg

company.
supply, 4 and lumber
5
Phones

WILLY - WILLY

J. A. SKINNER

and Gentlemen.
and cleanest white

REDUCED PRICES OS COAI.
$ 9.25 per ton
Dawson Chestnut
$10.50 per ton
Dawson Egg
$11.00 and $12.00 per ton
Gallup
''S 90 I ton
Canon City
Same Unexcelled Service.

K. C.
.

cans

GALLUP LUMP, GALLUP EGG, $11.00 Per Ton

-

Monarch Mammoth Blackberries, No. 2 can . . 39c
Hunt's Supreme Eartlett Pears, No. 214 can. . . .44c
Hunt's Supreme Sliced Peaches, No. 2'- can. . .35c
Hunt's Supreme Melba Halves Peaches,
No. 2Va can
35c
can
33c
Hunt's Grapes, No. 2
Sunbeam Apple Sauce, No. 2 can
36c
Monarch Pitted Cherries, No. 2 can
49c
Monarch Strawberries, No. 2 can
44c
32c
Eagle Blueberries, No. 2 can
FANCY BRADLEY YAMS, crate about
OC
60 lb., $2.00; per pound
We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
- Orders Over $8.00 Delivered Free.

them.

Hand Massage
B.u:
Peroxide Steam
3,1c
Shave
uoc
All Tonics
13C
All Work Guaranteed.
THE WHITE n.Mini lt SHOP,
203 East Central, Albuquerque.
F. Tj. MARTINEZ, Proprietor.

gizc Per Roll and Up.

Sunsweet Prunes, nature flavored, 2 lb, pkg. ..33c
Sunkist Oranges, large size, per dozen
60c
Sunkist Oranges- medium size, per dozen
40c
Florida Grapefruit, large size, each
I2V2C
11c
Winesap Apples, per pound

FANCY CAFIKED FRUIT

9 lb.
3 lb.

hair-cuttin- g

WALL PAPER

91
idW
1An
1UC

tall can

tWi.DU

and up.

barber shop in the city of Albuquerque is now reducing the
hlsh cost of nhavlng and
and all work that includes barber work.
Hair Cut
nre
Hair Since
anc
Hair Bobbed
I'lain Shampoo
!!."ic

WALL PAPER
WALL PAPER

A.

6

CRISC0

Stop, Look, Listen!

I

FANCY COLORADO POTATOES,
per 100 pounds
FANCY COLORADO POTATOES,

15c

22 Bob Whites... $1.00
No. 1 flat cans Sliced
Pineapple, 6 cans. .83c

Comer Second and Silver

Do

THE

$!

The Lucero
Garment Shop.

Masenic Temple
All

Others at

$2.50 a week while wear

ing

Music and Jewelry Store

HOUNDS.

females, three or
four months old. Reward.

AT

and

38c

18 bars P. & G.. .$1.00
Green Gage
No. 212

a

pups,

A

Molay
Saturday, Feb. 18th,

Prices

ar

A story that has won
the
world. With nil lu
beauty,
tun
and
heart . stirrinK
druma lived
on tho screen. by real folks

$2.60

hound

d

NEW YORK'S
NEW ARRIVALS
All Materials and Shades.
Dresss. $52.50
f t
&(
values for

NOTICE
De
Dance

ROTIIMAN'S

Reward for Worst
Lookin' Costume.
SEA

PHONE stir..
Eighth and Mountain Road.
We give S & Ii nreen Stamps.
Free Delivery to all Parts of
tho City.

New Shipment Just In From
Indian Reservation.

Fvenlni?

long-eare-

RONEY'S

Blankets

for 75c.
At the (Hard Times) Ball

$3.00

AT

Navajo

208 X. Kdith.

Two

Buy Your Groceries!

INDIAN

Painter and Paper Hunger
Interior Decorator.

wierisusL

1

riiono 470

sc.

PARK AVENIE.

15c.

Adults 55c; Children 35c.
(Tax Included)
1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40

7

REGULAR PRICES.

ir

801

'Ol

HAT

1124 South Edith.

Ten or twelve boys from 10 to
old. (ioocl pay
12 years
workers. Call Saturday fore
noon

ADMISSION:
Adults 35c; Children

A DONALD CRISP PRODUCTION

16c

NO.

Ltd.

present

Swift's Premium, slab,
41c
per pound
38c
Butter
Morris Sliced
Bacon,' Cloverbloom
23c Morris Butter
14 lb., boxes
39c
41c
1 lb. boxes
Blue Ribbon Butter 40c
1 lb.
Hershey's Cocoa Large Kellogg's Flakes

pounds

Music By the White MKhtnliiff
irarnionlzci's.

MAN

British Producers

Players-Lask- y

BACOfi

Plums,

AT OT.D TOWN
SOCIETY HALL.
Be sports
come and dnnce for
the benefit of the orphans of
St. Anthony's Orphanage.
ADMISSION FREE.

!

your watch in safe and honest
hands? Honest dcalinpr, fair prices
and expert vvorltmansnio is in
result of our succesj.
i'C
3.2ND

e
promptly at 7:30 and 9:40 o'clock. A
special orchestra will accompany both shows at
night.

Famous

30c
35c

MARKET

Colorado White,

BENEFIT DANCE

Ts

215-WISE-

20c
Veal Cutlets
20c
Veal Roast
10c
Veal Stew
StiRar Cured Picnic IJams ..
Stik'nr Cured Bacon
Fancy Hens

100

Best Floor Warmest Hall
DIME PER. DANCE

371 324 S. Second

Phone

derful

25c
Rib Pork Chops
25c
Loin Pork Chops
Rib or Loin Roast Pork. 23c
Shoulder Roast Pork..,. 20c
20c
Pure Pork Sausage
15c
Chitterlings
50c
Dried Beef

VEAL

BROS.

j

K. C. PORK

10c

COLOMBO HALL

For Convalescent Tubercnlnrs
in tho mountains. Rates $12.50
per week. For Reservations.
490-- J

Owing to the length of this wonproduction, the evening shows start

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

lic

DANCE

Well Country Camp

NOTICE

l--

,..12 JSC

MM

LAST TIME TODAY

n

Music by Syncopators

A Purple Romance of an Ancient Day

...

208 Sonth Second St.

GUY'S TRANSFER
Phone

1

K. C. MUTTON
Rib or Loin Mutton Chop 27c
22c
Shoulder Chops
2."c
Leg Mutton
Mutton Stew

20c
200
20c
20c
20c

particulars.

COAL $10.50 PER TON
Gallup Lump

SEE IT NOW.

DON'T MISS IT

each
nt

Do You Want to
Lease?
Small House, New

Packed
$1.00, Delivered.
FILLED.
ORDERS
SPECIAL
Phono 313.

THE GREATEST MOTION PICTURE THE
WORLD HAS EVER KNOWN.

Returning
1551--

K. C. BEEF
Sirloin Steak
Round Steal:
Pot toast ..
Rump .
Hamburpter .
Short Ribs .
Plato Boil . .

NATIVE OR K. C.

Thomas'
ICE CREAM
Hnlf-Gallo-

8.

511 EAST GOLD.

i

ENGAGEMENT
DIAMOND
RINGS.
Opposite l'ostoCIIce.
122 S. Fourth.
Phono 903--

PASTIME J2L

enr
to school

froocl

fg THEATRE

RETAIL MEATS AT WHOLESALE PRICES.
K. C. CORN FED STEERS.

Orchestra.

WANTED
to take

J.

GO

SPECIAL FOR TODAY

BOOSTERS CLUB.

BERNALILLO
Slorni

-l

FOGG, The

HOMER H. WARD
Phones 172-- 1 73-- 1 H.

STORE,

Tacky Dance

W A N T E D

THERE IS DUE TODAY

February 18, 1922

Best for Stove and range. Nice, convenient size
coal. Costs less, burns longer. Makes more heat.
ORDER A TON TODAY

HAHN COAL COMPANY, PHONE 91.

j

